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PERSPECTIVE

The Johnstown Flood
This year marks the 100th anniversary of the

great flood that inundated Johnstown, Pennsylva
nia, on May 31, 1889, killing 2,209 people. Don
ald Dale Jackson, writing in the May 1989 issue
of Smithsonian, describes the relief efforts:

"At a time when federal disaster relief didn't
exist, Johnstown's recovery was achieved
through one of the greatest private charity cam
paigns ever mounted. The American Red Cross,
only recently founded, won renown as a nation
al disaster relief agency for its work in Johns
town....

"By . . . June 2, railroad crews had repaired
the tracks connecting Johnstown to Pittsburgh, 55
miles west. By then the press and the initial de
tachment of relief workers were in town, Ameri
cans were starting the read the first shrill. dis
patches from Johnstown and a cavalcade of help
was on the way. . . .

"The exhaustive press coverage stimulated a
rush of private benevolence that eventually
threatened to overwhelm Flood City. Food, cloth
ing, medicine and other provisions began arriving
immediately. Morticians came-Johnstown's first
call for help requested coffins and undertakers.
Demolition expert 'Dynamite Bill' Flinn and his
900-man crew cleared the wreckage at the stone
bridge. At its peak the army of relief workers to
taled about 7,000. They carted off debris, dis
tributed food, erected temporary housing and oc
casionally made a heartening discovery-a parrot
named Bob was found alive in the wreck of one
house, complaining that it had had 'a devil of a
time.' "

On Speculators
Manias such as the Tulipmania, the South Sea

Bubble, the Mississippi Bubble, the Gold Panic
of 1866, the stock market crashes, and violent
swings in the value of the dollar are frequently
cited as examples of· occasions when speculators
contributed to instability and imbalance. But
who could do the job better?

Selected government officials might want to
see a different outcome. But their track record
of setting prices is invariably one of famines, end-



less shortages of what people want, and gluts of
dull, low-quality products. The bureaucrats have
little incentive to improve or innovate.

When speculators are wrong, however, they
are punished severely for their mistakes by loss
es. Over time, the large speculators would tend
to be those who were most prescient in their cal
culations. Through competition, the energies and
talents of numerous speculators - all inspired by
their selfish desire to profit - are channeled into
the public good.

- VICfOR NIEDERHOFFER

Control or Economic Law?
Shortly before he died, the noted Austrian

economist, Eugen von Boehm-Bawerk (1851
1914), wrote a brilliant article, "Control or Eco
nomic Law?" He carefully dissected market op
erations, analyzing the effect of coercive outside
interferences. Government intervention doesn't
suspend the Law of Price, he concluded; it merely
alters the conditions under which it operates.

By changing the available alternatives, govern
ment coercion affects individual choices. Produc
tion plans musf be revised, and purchasing deci
sions have to be altered. Nevertheless, the Law
of Price continues to prevail: The price of every
good traded still falls somewhere between the top
price a potential buyer is willing to pay and the
bottom price at which a potential seller is willing
to sell.

Today's market prices are affected by countless
government regulations, taxes, and subsidies. Yet
when trades take place in spite of these interven
tions, the prices agreed upon by seller and buyer
still comply with the Law of Price; they still re
flect the respective values of buyer and seller.

In Brazil, where inflation is rampant and con
trols have been placed on the prices of many
items, eggs, among other products, have disap
peared from the shops. But enterprising street
peddlers now offer eggs at about twice the con
trolled price, $2 per dozen. Although illegal and
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exorbitant in the eyes of the Brazilian price con
trollers, this price serves consumers and conforms
with the Law of Price. It is above the peddlers'
minimum acceptable price and below the maxi
mum price the buyers are willing to pay.

When our government started requiring seat
belts and pollution control devices on automo
biles, the manufacturers' asking prices rose. Of
course, potential buyers weren't pleased by the
increase. Some dropped out of the market, set
tled for used cars, or turned to other means of
transportation. But the Law of Price still pre
vailed. Although fewer cars were sold at the
higher prices, and fewer consumers were served,
those higher prices were still below the top prices
the actual buyers were willing to pay.

In India, government approval and licenses are
needed to operate most sizeable businesses.
Large manufacturers must spend a great deal of
time lobbying in New Delhi, which increases their
costs and compels them to raise their asking
prices. These higher asking prices, in turn, cause
some potential buyers to drop out of the market.

However, one Indian soap manufacturer has
avoided the need for licensing and has benefited
from tax breaks available to small firms. He
manufactures on a small scale with hand labor at
several locations and economizes on packaging.
His price falls below the maximum price that
many potential buyers on the Indian market are
willing to pay, and he has become India's largest
detergent maker.

There is no denying that government interven
tions affect market prices. If coercion raises
costs, producers must ask higher prices. Fewer
items will be sold, and fewer consumers will be
served. Yet although today's mongrel prices are
blends of market forces and government coer
cion, they do nothing to refute the Law of Price.
The prices at which goods and services are ex
changed are always above the bottom prices of
the sellers and below the top prices of the buyers.
Economic law prevails.

- BETIINA BIEN GREAVES
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Gray Markets and
Greased Pigs
by John Hood

H ailing a taxi in Boston can be tricky. It
helps to be pushy, even rude. Tight
city regulation of taxicabs has kept

their number at 1,525 since 1934. Because gov
ernment has prevented supply from rising to
meet growing demand, there's an artificial taxi
shortage.

But the story doesn't end there. Business
travelers and tourists can still find transporta
tion in Boston. Hotels, such as the Bostonian
Hotel downtown, have begun operating their
own limousines to take guests to airports,
eateries, or other destinations around town. "I
could not in good conscience sit there in the
hotel watching guests stand on the street for 30
minutes to get to an airport that is five minutes
away," Tim Kirwan, manager of the Bostonian,
told The Washington Post.

Markets are resilient. Try as they might, gov
ernment and the special interests they protect
(in this case, the cab companies) can't com
pletely suppress the forces of competition. By
limiting one particular choice, they only direct
enterprising people toward others. The result
is either a black market, in which completely il
legal transactions occur, or what might be
called a "gray" market, in which firms substi
tute legal options for banned ones-either with
the tacit acceptance of authorities or without
their knowledge-thus defeating the intent of
regulation.

John Hood is a reporter/researcher at The New Repub
lic.

Gray markets exist in many areas, such as
zoning regulation (where business- or residen
tial-only labels are routinely circumvented),
but are perhaps most visible in the transporta
tion field. In New York, for example, about
15,000 "gypsy cabs" operate in poor, minority
communities, mainly in Queens, Brooklyn, and
the Bronx. Strict regulation for half a century
has limited the number of cabs in New York to
11,787. Consequently, over 600 "black car" liv
ery companies have sprung up to bridge the
gap between demand and legal supply.

Such companies are supposed to cater only
to phoned-in customers, but many drivers take
off their livery license plates (designed to help
taxi commission inspectors spot them) and
cruise the streets as "gypsies." These cabs do
business not only because of the general taxi
scarcity throughout the city, but also because
some yellow cabs won't venture into unsafe ar
eas to pick up minority customers.

Phone-in livery services are becoming a
competitive force in many cities that regulate
the number of taxicabs, such as Chicago and
Atlanta. While not really illegal, they do cir
cumvent the intent of regulations by giving
taxis a run for their money.

Another form of competition-jitneys-has
sprung up in Pittsburgh and Los Angeles. A
jitney is a station wagon or small van that
makes better use of miles traveled by carrying
more than one passenger at a time. They were
prevalent across the country in the early 1900s,



but threatened transit and cab companies suc
ceeded in outlawing them in most cities.

Their illegal status doesn't hinder them much.
In Pittsburgh, for instance, jitneys dominate the
transport market: if the jitneys cut prices, the le
gal taxis do, too. And like New York's gypsy
cabs, jitneys provide service to neighborhoods
shunned by the regular taxi fleets.

Of course, though governments may not be
able to eliminate certain products or services
from a market, they can make them more ex
pensive. A "gypsy" ride in New York can
sometimes cost two or three times what the
same trip would cost in a yellow cab. Cab own
ers in Atlanta were even able to get a price
floor codified in law: $50 a trip for limousines
and $40 a trip for corporate cars,.about three
times what each would cost in a free market.
(Jitneys, though, can sometimes offer lower
prices than taxis, because they can carry more
than one passenger at a time.)

Like alcohol and drug prices during times of
prohibition, prices for illegal services rise be
cause of increased risks to providers and lack
of consumer information. Established interests
count on the higher prices to reduce their com
petition, if they can't get outright bans enacted
and enforced. Even so, services that circum
vent regulations -like New York's gypsy cabs
- flourish. Consumers are willing to pay more
to get the services regulated monopolies won't
provide.

The artificially higher prices, though, do
mean a loss of efficiency in the market. Con
sumers still buy more in goods and services
from regulated industries, like the taxi compa
nies, than they would if competition were freer.

Black and gray markets may seem a bit un
seemly and corrupting, but they actually
make up a large and crucial segment of our
mixed economy. In some Third World coun
tries they produce most of the goods and ser
vices, including food and other essentials. In
such countries, government power is em
ployed not only excessively but arbitrarily to
favor political cronies. Enemies are taxed into
bankruptcy, while valuable assets and capital
are seized for "the good of the state." This
creates so much uncertainty that businesses
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either leave (if possible) or go underground.
It may appear that the state, able to drive a

business underground with its power to tax
and regulate, exerts great control over the
country's economic life. But that misses the
point-that there is always an underground,
even in totalitarian societies like the Soviet
Union, to which embattled businesses may
flee.

A Losing Battle
Government is fighting a losing battle when

it grapples with the discipline of the market.
There's no real mystery about why this is so.
Free enterprise is not some fragile, delicate ex
periment in constant need of protection. It
does not have to be imposed or fostered. It is,
in short, the natural order of things.

Coercive government, on the other hand,
needs constant attention and tinkering. Con
sider how difficult it is for government to maxi
mize its revenues. As supply-siders have
shown, hiking tax rates won't always increase
revenues because, among other factors, higher
income taxpayers lose their incentive to work
and invest. Any increase in tax rates, in fact,
sets off a market reaction that can actually re
duce tax revenues. Witness, for example, the
current controversy over capital gains taxes.
The same principle applies to regulation.
There is no shortage of ways to compete with a
regulated monopoly, but there's only a limited
number of ways government can restrict com
petition. Insulate an industry from competi
tion, and the resulting price increases and
drops in service encourage consumers to sub
stitute other products or services. And rest as
sured-firms will pop up to provide them.
Frustrated regulators must feel like they're
chasing a greased pig.

Government action can't eliminate market
forces; it can only distort them. Sure, govern
ment's attempt to tax or regulate producers out
of existence has disastrous side effects. But
they are, indeed, only side effects. The
goal-to drive "illegal" competition out of the
marketplace-is rarely achieved. Government
just can't catch the pig. D
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Crime and Consequences
by Robert James Bidinotto

Summary ofPart I: The exploding crime rate of recent decades coincided, ironically, with (1) mas
sive growth in government programs, intended to eradicate alleged "causes" of crime, and (2)
sweeping changes in the criminal justice and corrections systems, intended to supplant punishment
with inmate "rehabilitation." These supposed "reforms" actually increased incentives for criminal
irresponsibility. The result: more crimes than ever go unpunished.

The reforms were implemented by an "Excuse-Making Industry" of social scientists. Their deter
ministic theories "explained" criminality by blaming it on social, psychological, and biological forces
that they claimed were outside the criminal's control. It was shown that criminal acts are based on
free- will choices ofindividuals: the criminal is both morally and legally responsible. But this is not the
premise upon which today's criminal justice system operates.

Part II: The Criminal Justice System

T
he criminal justice system's failure to
provide justice was inevitable, given
the deterministic premises· of its mod-

ern architects. Criminologists Wilson and
Herrnstein explained, "The modern liberal po
sition on criminal justice is rehabilitative, not
retributive, because the offender is believed to
have been driven to his crimes, rather than to
have committed them freely and intentionally.
..."1

Some "reformers" have even made their an
tipathy toward traditional conceptions of jus
tice explicit. Here, two of them express acute
discomfort with the classical symbol, Justitia
-the familiar courtroom figure, robed and
blindfolded, holding her scales and sword:

"Though excellently symbolizing impartial,
even-handed, and effective justice generally,
Justitia is ill-equipped to meet our current de-

Copyright 1989 by Robert James Bidinotto. Mr.
Bidinotto, who has written several articles for The Free
man, is a full-time writer and lecturer specializing in
political and cultural topics.

mands from penal sentences.... From her left
hand she should drop the scales and put in its
place the case history, the symbol of the full
psychological, sociological, and criminological
investigation of the individual criminal. Her
right hand will find very little use for a sword
in the modern penal system.... Around her
knees she would be well advised to gather the
adolescent social sciences. . . . Finally, it is es
sential that she remove that anachronistic ban
dage from her eyes and look about at the de
velopments in society generally. . . ."2 A new
kind of justice -"social justice" or "distribu
tive justice"-was to replace the "anachronis
tic," Justitian sort. Since men were helpless
playthings of circumstances, and since circum
stances impinged upon men unequally, it was
the moral duty of government to intervene and
redress the resulting "injustices." Government,
according to Excuse-Makers such as John
Rawls, was not to be society's impartial um
pire, but rather its meddling therapist.

This outlook, largely a legacy of Rousseau's



view of human nature, 3 spawned the redistri
butionist welfare state. "If you are bright, ac
complished, famous, well-off, virtuous
-you're just lucky, you had nothing to do with
it, you didn't deserve any of it. Likewise, if you
are stupid, lazy, corrupt, poor, mediocre, even
criminal-you can't help that, either. There
fore, 'distributive justice' requires that the gov
ernment level the playing field."4

It also led logically to "a culture of instinc
tive 'sympathy for the devil,' " as one historian
put it, "a feeling that criminals in this society
are as much victims as victimizers, as much
sinned against as sinners-if not more so."5

Hence the Excuse-Maker's curious double
standard toward crime: "sympathy for the dev
il," and simultaneous indifference toward
crime victims. If no one can help being what he
is, then the (usually) "lucky" and "privileged"
middle-class crime victim merits only marginal
concern. However, the "unlucky" and "under
privileged" criminal is a chronic victim of cir
cumstance, and deserves our full sympathy and
compassion. The logic of determinism, then,
requires an inversion of traditional justice.

This has produced several major social con
sequences, all mutually reinforcing.

The criminal justice system began supplant
ing punishment with leniency and "rehabilita
tion." As early as 1949, the U.S. Supreme
Court stated that retribution was "no longer
the dominant objective of the criminal law,"
and was to be replaced by "reformation and
rehabilitation."6 Soon, police were also hand
cuffed by new court rulings favoring criminal
suspects who, even if convicted, were quickly
recycled into society. Meanwhile, redistribu
tionist social spending programs abounded,
punishing productivity, thrift, honesty,· inde
pendence, responsibility-while rewarding
idleness, profligacy, chiseling, parasitism, irre
sponsibility.? To make matters worse, such pro
grams also diverted badly needed funds from
the criminal justice system.

Today's justice system is an afterthought in
governmental spending priorities. According
to the American Bar Association, "The entire
criminal justice system is starved for resources.
Less than 3% of all government spending in
the United States went to support all civil and
criminal justice activities in fiscal 1985. This
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compares with 20.80/0 for social insurance pay
ments, 18.3% for national defense and interna
tional relations, and 10.90/0 for interest on
debt. Less than 1% of all government spending
went into operation of the Nation's correction
al system (inclUding jails, prisons, probation,
and parole)."8

Thanks chiefly to the Excuse-Making Indus
try, police are underfunded and undermanned
to face the ever-mounting crime wave; court
dockets are flooded with impossible caseloads;
jails and prisons are filled to overflowing. This
puts pressure on the entire system to incarcer
ate as few criminals as possible, and to release
them as quickly as possible. Thus, the Excuse
Making Industry has undermined the system
both morally and practically.

Subverting the
Quest for Truth

Since the premise of the Excuse-Makers is
that "the criminal is a social victim," they see
Constitutional rights not as a shield to protect
the innocent from predators, but as a buffer
between a "victimized" criminal class and the
"injustice" of punishment. Byzantine procedu
ral formalities, purportedly to guarantee the
"rights" of the accused, now take precedence
over the quest for simple truth and justice.

Confessions:
The Miranda Decision9

On June 13, 1966, by a 5-4 decision, the
United States Supreme Court rendered its
now-famous Miranda v. Arizona decision. Sup
posedly based on the Fifth Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution, which states that "No per
son ... shall be compelled in any criminal case
to be a witness against himself," Miranda twist
ed these simple words beyond recognition.

The Court held that even voluntary, unco
erced confessions by a suspect in police cus
tody would no longer be admissible as evi
dence, unless the police first warned him that
(1) he had the right to remain silent, (2) any
thing he said might be used against him in
court, (3) he had the immediate right to a
lawyer, and (4) he could get a free lawyer if he
couldn't afford one. The suspect then had to
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expressly waive those rights before any ques
tioning could proceed. Should police make the
slightest omission or error in this ritual, any ev
idence they get can be thrown out, and the sus
pect can "walk."

In this single decision, four veteran crimi
nals' convicted after voluntarily confessing to
separate crimes, had their convictions over
turned. The first was a three-time convict who
admitted to a robbery after being identified by
two victims. The second forged stolen checks
from a purse-snatching in which the victim was
killed. The third, a veteran bank robber, con
fessed after being told of his rights, but didn't
explicitly waive them first. The fourth, arrested
for kidnapping and rape, was identified by his
victim, and later confessed "with full knowl
edge of my legal rights, understanding that any
statement I make may be used against me." He
hadn't, however, been formally advised of his
right to have a lawyer present.

Even though these confessions weren't "in
voluntary in traditional terms," wrote Chief
Justice Earl Warren for the majority, "in none
of these cases did the officers undertake to af
ford the appropriate safeguards ... to insure
that the statements were truly the product of a
free choice."

By what convoluted reasoning could such
voluntary admissions be construed to be co
erced? According to the Court's majority opin
ion, "In each of the cases, the defendant was
thrust into an unfamiliar atmosphere and run
through menacing police interrogation proce
dures. The potentiality for compulsion is force
fully apparent, for example. . . where the in
digent Mexican defendant was a seriously
disturbed individual with pronounced sexual
fantasies [author's note: the man had been
judged mentally competent to stand trial], and
[where] the defendant was an indigent Los
Angeles Negro who had dropped out of school
in the sixth grade." [Emphasis added]

This is the deterministic language of the Ex
cuse-Maker, brimming with thinly veiled edito
rials about poverty and racism, regarding even
a confessed criminal as a helpless pawn of so
cial pressures. (By contrast, the rape victim
was coldly described as "the complaining wit
ness.")

As for the remark about "menacing police

interrogation procedures," the Court admitted
that, "To be sure, the records do not evince
overt physical coercion or patent psychological
ploys." So, what was coercive? Dissenting Jus
tice Byron White angrily noted, " ... in the
Court's view in-custody interrogation is inher
ently coercive.... " [Emphasis added] Observe
the deterministic premise: we must assume
that the suspect had little or no free will, and
that his confession was thus involuntary, unless
police somehow proved otherwise.

Often a suspect, feeling guilty or anxious,
wants to unburden himself. Thanks to Miran
da, at that point police are obliged to buck up
his flagging courage and nagging conscience
with repeated reassurances about his right not
to cooperate. Justice John Harlan, another
Miranda dissenter, protested that "the thrust of
the new rules is to negate all pressures, to rein
force the nervous or ignorant suspect, and ulti
mately to discourage any confession at all. The
aim, in short, is toward 'voluntariness' in a
utopian sense. . . . One is entitled to feel as
tonished that the Constitution can be read to
produce this result."

Furthermore-as the Court noted in subse
quent cases-Miranda not only prohibited di
rect questioning without the suspect's prior
permission, but also banned even indirect com
ments between police officers in his presence
which were "reasonably likely to elicit an in
criminating response." Any oblique police
"appeal to ... 'decency and honor' " in the
suspect, charged Justice Thurgood Marshall,
was "a classic interrogation technique." This is
a perfectly logical outgrowth of the determinist
premise. Since the suspect is presumed to be
powerless in the face of his emotions, any ap
peal to these omnipotent emotions is itself "co
ercive." Thus, the Excuse-Makers construe the
Constitution as protecting a criminal even
from his own guilty conscience.

Miranda dissenter Justice White warned at
the time, "In some unknown number of cases,
the Court's rule will return a killer, a rapist or
other criminal to the streets . . . to repeat his
crime whenever it pleases him." That, of
course, is precisely what has happened.

In late 1968, the suspected murderer of a
missing ten-year-old girl was warned five sepa
rate times of his Miranda rights, and remained



silent. Later, on a drive with the police, one of
ficer remarked that the girl's parents would be
relieved if they could find her body, and give
her a "good Christian burial." The suspect,
feeling guilty, then offered to lead them to the
child's body, and was later convicted of mur
der. But the Supreme Court-again by a slim
5-4 vote-ruled that the policeman's statement
amounted to unwanted interrogation, and that
the case had to be retried. (Thanks to this rul
ing, the case was not resolved for over 15
years.)l0

In California, a man beat a college co-ed to
death. Read his Miranda rights, including his
right to have a lawyer present, he waived them
all and confessed. Yet a California appeals
court threw out his conviction, because when
arrested he hadn't been allowed to consult his
mother)1

In Pennsylvania, a man who admitted club
bing to death his mother, sister, and grand
mother was set free, because the arresting offi
cer told him that anything he said could be
used "for or against» him. The court ruled that
the word "for" made the confession inadmissi
ble,12

In Texas, a girl was shot dead after agreeing
to testify in a drug case. The suspect refused a
lawyer, but was assigned one anyway. Read his
Miranda rights, he again refused a lawyer. He
chose to plea bargain, signed a detailed con
fession, and took police to the murder site.
Despite this, a judge, citing Supreme Court
decisions, threw out his confession-because
no lawyer had been present)3

The cost of such procedural utopianism is
incalculable: it lies not just in convictions dis
missed and overturned, but in confessions nev
er made. Forty percent of murder convictions
depend upon voluntary confessions by the per
petrator,14 It is crucial, then, that police be al
lowed to ask questions without first begging
the suspect's permission and encouraging his
resistance. Yet Miranda equates "questions"
with "coercion."

A reconstituted Supreme Court returned
partly to its senses in 1984. Its Quarles decision
exempted police from having to give Miranda
warnings in situations where there was an im
mediate danger to the public, and found that
confessions obtained under such circumstances
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could stand in court,1S But Miranda itself re
mains, an infamous legal legacy of the Excuse
Making Industry, and a major impediment to
the pursuit of truth.

Evidence: Exclusionary Rules
Not only may confessions be excluded from

criminal proceedings: so may any other sort of
evidence.

The Fourth Amendment requires that only
on "probable cause" may search warrants be
issued, specifying the place to be searched, and
the evidence sought. However, until 1914, even
evidence illegally seized could be used in a
criminal trial. That year, the Supreme Court
ruled otherwise, and in 1961 (Mapp v. Ohio)
extended the Federal exclusionary rule to the
states)6

The consequences have been appalling. The
Bureau of Justice Statistics and National Insti
tute of Justice estimated in 1983 that up to
55,000 serious criminal cases are dropped an
nually, thanks to the exclusionary rule. These
released criminals are free to prey on inno
cents again: half of those set loose on exclu
sionary-rule grounds have been rearrested
within two years.1?

In 1964, a 14-year-old girl was brutally mur
dered in New Hampshire. Finding the bullet
had come from a rifle of the prime suspect,
police went to the state attorney general who,
under then-existing law, was authorized to is
sue search warrants. With this warrant, they
found further incriminating evidence, and the
suspect was tried and convicted. Seven years
later, however, the U.S. Supreme Court re
versed his conviction, on grounds that the at
torney general, as a prosecutor, was not a neu
tral judicial party. Since his search warrant was
invalid, the incriminating evidence from the
search had to be thrown out, too. Here, police
"erred" due to good-faith obedience to exist
ing law; but-as Supreme Court Justice Ben
jamin Cardozo had once noted-"The crimi
nal is to go free because the constable has
blundered."18

As in the case of Miranda confessions, the
Supreme Court, in 1984, finally allowed some
"good-faith" exceptions to search-and-seizure
exclusionary rules. But that did not prevent it
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from allowing the guilty to escape in other cas
es.

A bullet fired through the floor of a squalid
Phoenix apartment struck a man below. Enter
ing the suspect's apartment, investigating offi
cers found three weapons, a stocking mask,
and two sets of expensive stereo equipment.
Common sense warranted suspicion, and an
officer lifted a turntable to get the serial num
ber. Routine checking confirmed that these
were, indeed, stolen items, and they were
seized as evidence.

However, Arizona courts ruled that, though
police had the right to enter when responding
to the shooting, they did not have the right to
seize the stereos, since these were unrelated to
the gunfire. Had their serial numbers been in
plain view, the evidence would have been ad
missible; but touching them violated the sus
pect's Fourth Amendment rights. In 1987, the
Supreme Court upheld this decision by a 6-3
vote.l9

Justice Hugo Black once wrote that such de
cisions seemed "calculated to make many good
people believe our Court actually enjoys frus
trating justice by unnecessarily turning profes
sional criminals loose to prey upon society
with impunity." He had a point.20 After all, the
purpose of the courts is to determine truth and
administer justice. That can't happen if facts
-however obtained-are selectively excluded
from fact-finding proceedings. Yet because the
Excuse-Making Industry regards those "driv-

en" to crime as victims, matters of truth and
justice are subordinated to a complex procedu
ral etiquette whose alleged purpose is to "level
the playing field." The substantive ends of the
justice system must be sacrificed to new proce
dural means -means to a new egalitarian end.

In this light, exclusionary rules and the Mi
randa decision may be viewed as having the
same purpose as "affirmative action" rules: to
tip the balance scales of "social justice" on be
half of a class of presumed social victims. And,
if the facts of a given case interfere with that
agenda, every effort must be made to exclude
them from the courtroom.

Subverting the Quest
for Justice

Bail and Release on
Recognizance

At his arrest or his initial appearance on
charges, a suspect may be released on his own
recognizance or on bail (assuming charges
aren't dismissed outright). In many jurisdic
tions, a judge can deny bail if a suspect has a
criminal record, or seems to pose a danger to
the community. In the rest, he can hold the sus
pect without bail only if there is substantial
doubt he'll return for trial. But due to over
crowded cells-and the protests of Excuse
Making "civil liberties" attorneys-many



judges try to minimize the number of criminals
held for trial in jail. This often means absurdly
dangerous leniency.

Consider a typical case, that of career crimi
nal Philip J. DiCarlo. Wanted on numerous
felony warrants in Massachusetts, he was ar
rested on separate charges in Florida, but freed
on only $2,626 bail. He finally surrendered to
Massachusetts authorities. In exchange for a
guilty plea, DiCarlo bargained 15 felony bur
glary charges down to only 8 counts, and got a
sentence allowing parole eligibility after only
two years. Despite being warned of the man's
20-year adult criminal record, the judge then
postponed the imposition of the sentence, and
freed DiCarlo on his own recognizance so that
he could be with his family for the holidays.
Showing more common sense than the judge,
DiCarlo promptly skipped town.21

Other bail incidents are no laughing matter.
Despite convictions for two murders, two
armed robberies, and an assault, Jerold Green
of Philadelphia was nonetheless released on
bail while appealing the second homicide ver
dict. After losing his appeal, Green didn't
bother reporting to prison. Instead, while be
ing hunted, he committed a third murder.22

Or take the case of Steven Judy, imprisoned
after three violent crimes involving kidnapping
and stabbing during the 1970s. Paroled, he
soon committed another robbery-yet was still
granted bail. While free, he murdered an Indi
ana woman and her three children.23

Such incidents aren't rare. The U.S. Justice
Department reports thirty-five percent of
those with serious criminal records, and who
are freed on bail, either violate their release
conditions, fail to reappear for trial, or are ar
rested for new crimes during the bail period.
And -this statistic includes only known viola
tions.24

Excuse-Making "civil libertarians" argue
that the rights of suspects to be freed on bail
may be denied based only on "speculation"
about their criminal tendencies.25 But as the
examples and statistics show, the danger of re
leasing career criminals is no matter of mere
speculation. Career felons should never be re
leased on recognizance, or bail. Bail is not a
fundamental human right, or an end in itself:
it's a means to an end. Like the right to vote,
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it's only a contextual, procedural right, whose
purpose is to secure the substantive rights of
life, liberty, and property.

Everything said about excluding evidence
and confessions applies equally here. To de
fend bail for proven predators as some funda
mental right is to subordinate the system's
ends to its means. Judging a man by his past
record is both wise and just; and a chronic
criminal can claim no "right" to be judged oth
erwise. This point, however, is lost on those
who hold the deterministic, "criminal-as-vic
tim" premise.

Plea Bargaining
In Nevada, a man killed his girlfriend by

forcing a large quantity of bourbon down her
throat. A good case could have been made for
premeditated murder, or at least second-de
gree homicide. But, in a plea bargain deal, the
court allowed the defendant to plead guilty to
a reduced charge of involuntary manslaughter.
In exchange, he received a mere three-year
sentence, and was released after only 22
months.26

In a 1981 courtroom deal, a Massachusetts
man pled guilty to a charge of raping a female
jogger. In return, he was sentenced to 10 years
at Concord Reformatory, a sentence which
meant a minimum of only one year to be actu
ally served. But by the terms of his plea bar
gain arrangement, he spent only three days in
jail before being transferred to a halfway
house. That surely taught him an encouraging
lesson about the justice system. In 1984, he was
arrested for burglary and another rape-and
became the prime suspect in seven other at
tacks on women.27

Or consider the young Wisconsin man who
confessed to three armed robberies of savings
and loan companies. A plea bargain deal
placed this dangerous, repeat felon on proba
tion for his full sentence, sending him instead
to a "work release" program at the Milwaukee
House of Correction. While serving this "sen
tence," he was driven around town by social
workers, allegedly to find a job. Instead, he
brazenly robbed two more savings and loan
branches. Four days after being released from
the program, he robbed yet another.28
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These are but a few examples of the thou
sands of sentencing outrages occurring daily
throughout the nation. If a criminal is finally
arrested after a string of offenses, and if the
prosecutor decides to accept the case, and if
police evidence isn't thrown out on "exclusion
ary rule" grounds-then the criminal's next
way to evade justice is to "cop a plea." Today,
80 to 90 percent of all convictions stem from
pre-trial guilty pleas, invariably to reduced
charges, negotiated between prosecutors and
defense attorneys, and rubber-stamped by
judges.29

Such cynical maneuvers allow criminals to
evade the full penalties of their crimes by re
ceiving reduced punishment or probation; per
mit lazy prosecutors to enhance their political
careers by boasting of high "conviction rates";
let defense attorneys quickly handle a large
number of clients (and collect a large number
of fees) without ever having to prepare for tri
al; and (allegedly) help harried judges quickly
clear clogged court calendars and jammed jails.
It's the triumph of expediency over justice. Ev
eryone leaves the courtroom smiling-except
for the crime victims, who, ignored in the pro
ceedings, look on in shocked disbelief and
rage, realizing that they have just been mugged
again.30

As Wisconsin Circuit Court Judge Ralph
Adam Fine observes, plea bargaining is essen
tially a bribe to the defendant, a "payoff for a
guilty plea,"31 to entice him not to bother ev
eryone with a trial. As a reward, a rape charge
may be reduced (usually without the victim's
knowledge or consent) to mere "assault and
battery"; and multiple crimes (say, breaking
and-entering, assault, and robbery) may be
combined into a single charge (e.g.,"assault").
Once the deceit starts, there's no end to it-as
in the routine courtroom trick called "swallow
ing the gun," Le., reducing an armed-robbery
charge to unarmed robbery, by simply ignor
ing the use of a gun in the crime.32 Finally,
even the sentences meted out for the remain
ing reduced charges are usually softened. Mul
tiple sentences often are allowed to be served
concurrently, rather than consecutively, letting
the criminal pay only once for several offenses;
or, with the complicity of a prosecutor, a "first
offender" (Le., one whose carefully edited

record is presented to seem innocuous) may
"walk" on a suspended sentence and proba
tion.

The flip side is that the defendant is often
made to understand that, should he plead in
nocent and lose in court, the prosecutor and
judge will punish him with harsher sentences
than he would have gotten if he had "gone
along." In this way, even innocent people are
sometimes bullied into a guilty plea, and are
denied their day in court.

Plea bargaining falsifies the defendant's true
criminal record. In the case of the innocent de
fendant, it gives him the taint of a conviction
he doesn't deserve. In the (far more usual) case
of a guilty defendant, it makes him look less
menacing than he really is, and more worthy of
further "breaks" from the next judge he sees.

This, of course, is a clear incentive to
criminality. "Should we be surprised," asked
former Chief Justice Warren E. Burger, "if the
word gets around ... that you can commit two
or three crimes for the price of only one?"33
The U.S. National Advisory Commission on
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals conclud
ed in 1973 that "plea bargaining results in le
niency that reduces the deterrent impact of the
law." Today, it's also a ruse by which judges
and lawyers skirt the tough sentencing require
ments of new mandatory sentencing laws for
repeat offenders. Prosecutors don't bother
telling the judge about a repeat offender's pri
or record, and the judge doesn't ask. Or,
charges are simply reduced in advance, to com
pensate for the harsher penalties mandated by
the actual offense.34

In 1971, the u.s. Supreme Court put its im
primatur on this cynical practice, calling plea
bargaining "an essential component of the ad
ministration of justice.... If every criminal
charge were subjected to a full-scale trial, the
States and the Federal Government would
need to multiply by many times the number of
judges and court facilities." The practice,
echoes the American Bar Association, "saves
time and conserves resources which can be ap
plied to other pending cases."35

But that is nonsense. In 1975, the state of
Alaska's attorney general ordered an end to all
plea bargaining. Other jurisdictions, such as
New Orleans and Pontiac, Michigan, have also



rejected it. They all found that there was no
sudden tidal wave of "not guilty" pleas, requir
ing a trial and swamping the system. In fact, as
the National Institute of Justice discovered in a
1980 investigation of the Alaska experiment,
"Guilty pleas continued to flow in at nearly
undiminished rates. Most defendants pled
guilty even when the state offered them noth
ing in exchange for their cooperation." Con
trary to expectations, cases were actually pro
cessed more rapidly in each major jurisdiction,
and sentences were more severe. As one pros
ecutor put it, "I was spending probably one
third of my time arguing with defense attor
neys. Now we have a smarter use of our
time."36

The key was for prosecutors to screen cases
carefully before defendants were charged.
Faced with air-tight cases against them, guilty
defendants simply threw in the towel and p~ed

guilty, anyway. In addition, ending plea bar
gaining put responsibility back into every level
of the system: police did better investigating;
prosecutors and lawyers began preparing their
cases better; lazy judges were compelled to
spend more time in court and control their cal
endars more efficiently. Most importantly, jus
tice was served-and criminals began to realize
that they could not continue their arrogant ma
nipulation of a paper-tiger court system.

Tough prosecution and sentencing does not
clog the court system: it deters crime from oc
curring in the first place. Since repeat offenders
commit most of the crime, careful case screen
ing and "no-deals" prosecution tend to inca
pacitate a greater percentage of this group for
longer periods-and thus actually reduce
caseloads in the long run.

That's the practical side. But more basic is
the moral issue: Should the victims of these
criminals expect anything less from our system
of justice? And should the Excuse-Making In
dustry be allowed to thwart justice by corrupt
ing the system?

Competency Hearings and
Insanity Defenses

The hijacker of a New Orleans bus was
found incompetent to stand trial, thanks to
psychiatric testimony. Instead of incarceration,
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he was released. Fifteen months later, he was
back in court-for dismembering his room
mate.

A former Connecticut policeman killed his
wife, but, due to "expert" psychiatric testimo
ny, was acquitted of murder charges on the
ground of insanity. He spent only three months
under psychiatric treatment. Five years later,
he was arrested once more-for killing his sec
ond wife}?

But for irony worthy of Hitchcock, the tale
of serial killer Edward Kemper can't be
topped. After shooting both his grandparents
as a teenager, Kemper spent the next four
years in a mental hospital. In 1969, he was re
turned to the California Youth Authority,
whose "experts" disputed the court psychia
trist's diagnosis and paroled him to his mother.
Later, Kemper was examined by two parole
psychiatrists, who recommended that his juve
nile records be sealed to let him live a "nor
mal" adult life. One of them wrote: "I see no
psychiatric reason to consider him to be a dan
ger to himself or any other member of society."
Yet at that very moment, out in their parking
lot, in the trunk of Kemper's car, was the
corpse of his third female murder victim that
year.

Due to their "expertise," there would soon
be five more.38

These cases graphically demonstrate that
psychiatry cannot really judge the sanity of
criminal defendants, let alone predict their fu
ture danger to society. Yet psychiatrists playa
major role in the criminal justice system. They
testify concerning a defendant's "state of
mind" at the time of his crime; judge whether
he can grasp the charges against him and assist
in his own legal defense; decide (if he's com
mitted to a mental hospital) when he's "cured"
and "safe" to return to society. By their "ex
pert" testimony in competency hearings, and
in "insanity" and "diminished capacity" de
fenses, they frequently help dangerous crimi
nals escape the wheels of justice.

Criminals found "insane" spend, on average,
far less time in custody than do those sent to
prison for the same offenses. In New York
from 1965-1976, those acquitted of murder by
reason of insanity, and subsequently released
from mental hospitals, spent an average of less
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than a year and a half in custody. (One mur
derer spent just one day in a hospital.) Similar
ly, New Jersey murderers found insane were
released, on average, in just two years. In
Florida, those released from mental hospitals
following first-degree murder acquittals spent
fewer than three years in psychiatric custody;
by contrast, those convicted and sent to prison
spent nearly ten years in confinement. Mean
while, other studies have found that over a
third of released criminal patients are rearrest
ed.39

Stories of how clever criminals manipulate
psychiatrists are legendary. In Two of a Kind
-a brilliant, harrowing account of the "Hill
side Strangler" case-author Darcy O'Brien
shows how cold-blooded serial killer Ken
Bianchi fooled three prominent psychiatrists
by feigning a "multiple personality" disorder.
Had he been successful, he would have been
sent to a mental hospital instead of prison,
staged a miraculous "recovery," and soon have
been released to prey again on young women.
But even after a hypnosis expert proved that
Bianchi had faked his hypnosis sessions and
multiple personalities, the psychiatrists
(though not the judge) remained stubbornly
convinced that their "insanity" diagnoses had
been correct.40

Perhaps the most egregious case is that of
Thomas Yanda. In 1971, he murdered a 15
year-old girl, but was found "not guilty by rea
son of insanity" and sent to a mental institu
tion. Released only nine months later, Yanda
was soon arrested for the stabbing death of a
25-year-old woman. While in custody, he wrote
another jailed murder suspect, advising him
how to fake insanity. Yanda told him to offer
bizarre interpretations of the famous
Rorschach "inkblot test," to feign "hearing
voices" that "told you to do your crime," and
to "act crazy in front of the staff." A Chicago
psychiatrist had already judged Yanda legally
insane for the second murder. Shown Yanda's
letter, he still insisted he had no cause to alter
his finding.41

After psychiatrist Stanton Samenow and an
associate studied dozens of people acquitted
under the insanity defense, they concluded
that most of them "aren't crazy at all.... They
were rational, purposeful and deliberate in

what they did. But they were very astute at
conning the system, the courts, the psychia
trists and the hospital into believing that they
were mentally ill, thereby beating the
charge."42

Samenow, who has spent years studying
criminals first-hand, also dismisses the idea
that even the perpetrators of ghastly crimes
operate under an "irresistible impulse" or
compulsion. "What is habitual is not necessari
ly compulsive and beyond one's control," he
warns. "Behind the appearance of uncontrol
lable impulse lies the stark reality of the of
fender's calculating and proficient method of
operating.... From my clinical observations, I
have concluded that 'kleptomaniacs' and 'py
romaniacs' are simply people who enjoy steal
ing or setting fires." (As another observer Rut
it, a crime may be sickening, but not necessari
ly "sick.")43

Samenow also cites the example of "Son of
Sam" serial killer David Berkowitz. After cap
ture, Berkowitz claimed that demons were
talking to him through a dog, and had ordered
him to kill. Later, he acknowledged he'd been
faking insanity. "There were no real demons,
no talking dogs, no satanic henchmen. I made
it all up via my wild imagination so as to find
some form of justification for my criminal acts
against society."44

Several courtroom outrages, however, have
prompted a new look at the validity of psychi
atric involvement in the legal system. One was
the infamous diminished capacity, "Twinkie"
defense of Dan White, who shot San Francis
co's mayor and a city superintendent in 1978.
Despite abundant evidence of premedita
tion,45 the jury accepted psychiatric testimony
that (among other excuses) White's mental
control was impaired because of eating junk
food. They found him guilty only of involun
tary manslaughter. The other major outrage
was the murder acquittal of would-be presi
dential assassin John Hinckley "by reason of
insanity." This led to a reform of Federal law.
Before then, prosecutors had to prove the de
fendant sane; now, the defense must prove him
insane.

But even this doesn't get to the heart of the
matter. Psychiatrist Lee Coleman warns that
"psychiatrists do not have the tools that society



thinks they have. They have no special way of
predicting who will commit a criminal act or of
determining when a criminal is cured of antiso
cial tendencies. They have no tests to deter
mine a person's innermost thoughts, even
though the courts assume they do." He argues
that "psychiatry should be stripped of its state
given powers," by banning psychiatric testimo
ny in legal proceedings, as well as abolishing
the "insanity" and "diminished capacity" de
fenses.46

This does not mean that judges and juries
would be spared the legal task of determining
criminal intent; only that "in determining what,
if any, criminal intent was present, and in de
ciding punishment, [they] need no help from
psychiatrists.... A decision on intent should
be based on the factual evidence surrounding
the crime." A defense attorney would still be
free to argue that the defendant was in an im
paired mental state during his crime. But evi
dence would be limited to fact-based testimony
of witnesses, citing the defendant's bizarre or
irrational statements and behavior.47 It would
not include fanciful theoretical speculations by
Excuse-Making "experts," using ink blots and
word-association "tests" to decipher the al
leged impact of junk food or an over-posses
sive mother on the defendant's presumed men
tal state.

This is a common-sense approach to putting
objectivity and responsibility back into crimi
nal proceedings.

Probation and Parole
Parole is the release of a convict, under peri

odic supervision, after he has served only a
portion of his sentence. Probation is the
conditional release of an individual found
guilty of a crime, as an alternative to incarcera
tion, also usually under periodic supervision.
Both are used routinely, and both are progeny
of the Excuse-Making Industry.

As one criminology text puts it: "Parole can
be considered as an extension of the rehabili
tative (and now, reintegrative) program of the
prison. ... If prisons are, in fact, to be con
cerned with modifying criminal behavior so
that the offender can eventually be reintegrat
ed into society, parole is also supposed to pro-
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vide the supervision and assistance that makes
successful reintegration possible." [Emphasis
in original]48

A measure of that "success" lies in the dis
mally high rates of inmate recidivism (i.e., per
centages of inmates who commit subsequent
crimes after release). A Rand Corporation
study found that about half of those sentenced
to probation in California were convicted of
another crime within three years.49 And "suc
cess rates for probation," concede its backers,
"are generally considerably higher than for pa
role. "50 The Bureau of Justice Statistics re
leased a 1985 study showing that 42 percent of
inmates arriving at state prisons were on pa
role or probation for an earlier conviction at
their time of arrival. Twenty-eight percent of
these would still have been in prison for the
earlier offense, had they served out the maxi
mum term to which they were sentenced.51

This means, of course, that thousands of peo
ple were needlessly subjected to robbery, as
sault, even murder, through the early parole
and probation releases of convicted felons.

One example symbolizes them all. Larry
Gene Bell had been involved in abnormal sex
ual incidents since he was a child. In 1975, at
age 26, he tried to force a young housewife
into his car at knifepoint. Bell plea bargained a
deal to avoid prison by undergoing psychiatric
treatment. He quit after two visits. Five
months later, Bell tried to force a co-ed into his
car at gunpoint. A psychiatrist recommended
mental hospitalization, but Bell got a five-year
prison sentence instead. However, after just 21
months, Bell was released on parole.

Later, on probation, he terrorized a little girl
and her mother with obscene phone calls. Re
sult: another plea bargain, and more proba
tion, with orders to see a psychiatrist. He again
stopped treatment after a short time. The cli
max came in 1985, when Bell kidnapped, sexu
ally assaulted, then murdered two young girls.
He's now linked to the case of another missing
woman, and suspected in the deaths of three
more.52

Here we see many tools of the Excuse-Mak
ing Industry in action: plea bargaining, psychi
atric defenses, early parole, suspended sen
tences, and probation. And we see the terrible
price such policies regularly exact.53
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The ideological origins of parole and proba
tion are obvious. There are also pragmatic,
cynical considerations motivating their propo
nents.

Probation is the routine sentence for any
first offender, often regardless of the severity
of the crime. As in the example above, it's fre
quently "imposed" even in subsequent offens
es. The reason? To free up overcrowded jail
and prison cells. In 1985, for example, there
were 503,300 state prison inmates and 255,000
Federal prisoners. In the same year, there were
277,400 people out on parole, and a whopping
1,870,100 on probation.54

There is an equally cynical reason for pa
role-namely, control of inmates. Parole is the
handmaiden of "indeterminate sentencing"
-sentences of indefinite length, with only the
maximum specified. As the previously cited
criminology text notes, the main reason under
lying the development of parole in America
was "shortened imprisonment as a reward for
good conduct."55 By holding out the carrot of
an early release, and poising the stick of a full
sentence over the inmate's head, prison au
thorities suppress inmate violence. In short,
rather than risk the safety of the guards (and
the warden's job) in prison uprisings, the
prison bureaucrats prefer to risk the lives and
property of the public with early releases.

Neither parole nor probation are justifiable,
practically or morally. They are a demonstra
ble failure in reducing inmate recidivism. They
undermine the deterrent impact of the law on
criminals, while demoralizing crime victims
with their outrageous leniency. Most impor
tant, they jeopardize public safety. Like the
"inmate reintegration" programs to be dis
cussed in the next installment, ~hey amount to
playing Russian Roulette with innocent human
lives. D
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Private Property:
In Need of Ristoric
Preservation
by Lee Ownby

A
lmost everyone is saddened by the de
molition of an old, historic building.
But sometimes an old structure be

comes the focus of a heated conflict between
preservationists and those who wish to exercise
their property rights. What is frightening in
such a case is that many people fail to appreci
ate the importance of private property. This
was clearly evident in my community when
various groups were galvanized toward saving
the Baker-Peters House, an antebellum home
that had served as a popular restaurant.

The restaurant owners possessed a leasehold
interest in the real estate coupled with an op
tion to buy. They were under financial pressure
to sell their interest rather than continue oper
ating a restaurant in that location. Their real
tors negotiated a deal with a national oil com
pany to buy them out and construct a gas
station-requiring the demolition of the old
house and removal of two trees believed to be
200 years old. The major historical event that
warranted the preservation of the old
house-outside of its pre-Civil War architec
ture-was that it was where its owner, a doctor,
had been killed by Union soldiers.

When the prospective sale was discovered,
Mr. Ownby is an attorney in Knoxville, Tennessee.

the public outcry was immediate; both the
restaurant owners and the oil company were
castigated for proposing a use contrary to the
public will. Outraged citizens asked: Why
wasn't there a municipal department charged
with alerting the public any time a dwelling
such as this was endangered? How could our
public officials have failed to protect this im
portant landmark from corporate greed? Let
ters to the editor, television interviews, and ed
itorials were overwhelmingly uniform in their
virulent condemnation of the consummation of
a private contract. Very few spoke in defense
of the property owners' right to dispose of
their interest under terms acceptable to them.

Several proposals were put forward to
preserve the landmark. The oil company could
donate the house and land in its natural state
and register it as an historic site. The company
could rearrange its construction plans so as to
avoid destroying the house and the trees. A
third idea was to relocate the house on the
same land or an adjoining tract, with the oil
company providing most of the money for the
move. Other suggestions included legislation
restricting the property as an historical zone,
and/or having the owners renounce their prop
erty interest and capital investment for the
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The Baker-Peters House

public benefit. Finally, the city passed an ordi
nance requiring a permit prior to the destruc
tion of any old trees within 150 feet of an ante
bellum home.

Many sincere people believed that the vari
ous proposals offered rational courses of ac
tion. They denounced the desire to make a
profit or suggested that any action other than
preservation was a. submission to the vice of
greed. Most, however, saw no inconsistency in
their hope to earn a profit when they sold their
own homes.

The efforts to stop the demolition of the old
house are a symptom of a growing
problem-cultural or historical illiteracy. The
goal of preserving historic landmarks is ad
mirable, but the preservation shouldn't be at
the expense of values which permitted the cre
ation of an historic site in the first place.

The actions taken and suggested in this in
stance resembled those of a lynch mob from
our not-too-distant past-ordinarily associated
with the rather immediate denial of someone's

LEE OWNBY

civil rights without due process of law. The
Fifth Amendment prohibits the taking of pri
vate property for public use without compen
sation. A disturbing aspect of this affair was
the complete absence of this concept from any
public discussion of the event. Many sugges
tions focused on what the oil company and/or
the property owners could contribute for the
public benefit. People just couldn't seem to
grasp the idea of paying a market price to en
joy an aesthetic benefit.

It is ironic that this landmark-built in an
era when most economic liberties were de
fended by law-today was defended by those
who don't seem to recognize the importance of
such liberties. In today's cultural environment,
the elevation to virtue or the devolution to vice
became synonymous with being for or against
preservation of the house. That the issue was
considered on these terms suggests that some
of the values embodied in our Constitution
have suffered serious erosion and are in des
perate need of historical restoration. 0
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Private Preservation of
Wildlife: A Visit to the
South African Lowveld
by Nancy Seijas and Frank Vorhies

I
t is their three-inch eyelashes that give gi
raffes their sleepy, serene look. Giraffes
blink slowly, their lashes sweeping grace

fully down, and then gently back up. Outin the
bush of South Africa, this is a common sight.
In an area called the lowveld, giraffes stroll
right across the road, with a languid, swaying
stride that seems utterly relaxed.

Watching the giraffes go by in South Africa,
it is dangerously easy to forget about apartheid
and the ongoing struggle South Africa faces.
Only for a moment, that is. The reality of
apartheid cannot be ignored, but there are oth
er aspects of this turbulent country. And there
are valuable lessons to be learned.

South Africa's conservation of wildlife
teaches one of these lessons. In South Africa,
conservation is treated more or less as a
business, in which government and the private
sector compete. Kruger National Park, a game
reserve the size of New Jersey, is owned and
run by the South African government. Right
on its border is a consortium of 20 smaller
game parks, all privately owned. They receive
no government funding, and are subject to no
specific wildlife regulations.

South Africa is a country, one must remem
ber, where the sphere of central government is
even more vast than it is in the United States.
Such broad political control has been the
source of violent conflict for decades. In the

Nancy Seijas is a member of the staff of the Free Mar
ket Foundation of Southern Africa, Johannesburg,
South Africa.

Frank Vorhies teaches in the Department of Business
Economics at the University of the Witwatersrand in
South Africa.

case of wildlife conservation, depoliticization is
clearly the solution for South Africa. Privately
owned game reserves in South Africa are a
model for private sector management of public
goods.

These 20 private reserves in the lowveld are
part of South Africa's eastern Transvaal re
gion. Together, they comprise what is known as
the SabiSand Wildtuin ("tuin" means "park"
in Afrikaans). Among the individual owners,
there is competition and sometimes animosity.
But there is also order and respect. The parks
are separate, but together; they are unified by
the rules of their voluntary consortium, and by
their reverence for the bush, the patchy foliat
ed land of the lowveld. The bush may be the
owners' livelihood, but it is also their love.

Back in the 1920s, big game like lion, rhino,
and elephant roamed freely across the cattle
ranches of the Transvaal Consolidated Lands,
another ranch next door called Toulon, and an
open stretch of land which was the original
Sabi Game Reserve. At that point, the reserve
was unoccupied. The Sabi and Sand Rivers ran
through it, as did a train line called the Selati
Railway. In 1927, a big-game hunter named
W. A. Campbell bought several farms near the
Sand River. For hunters like Campbell, buying
up game-filled land was the only way to secure
their sport. If they did not take the land, they
knew that sooner or later the government
would, for agriculture or for preservation.

More and more hunters began to follow suit,
and hunting and cattle ranching became the
principal occupations in this part of the eastern
Transvaal. But by 1934, cattle ranching had
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fallen into decline; the manager of Transvaal
Consolidated Lands died in 1932, and Toulon
had closed down. The trend in the area was
moving closer and closer toward wildlife
preservation, but the big-game hunters still
owned a great deal of the land.

The Transvaal
Land Owners' Association

By the late 1930s, the hunters were looking
for some way to cooperate formally, and to
keep an eye on the unoccupied land in the
area. To this end, they formed the Transvaal
Land Owners' Association. When the TLOA
started, there were eight member-owners, in
cluding the old Transvaal Consolidated Lands.
They elected a ranger to preside over the asso
ciation, and paid membership dues. Those
dues financed projects like fences and efforts
to combat disease among the animals.

When South African Railways fenced in the
Selati line in the 1930s, animals began to get
caught in the wire and break through. Conse
quently, the TLOA removed the fence. When
hoof-and-mouth disease broke out in the area
a little later on, the association cooperated
again to eradicate it. At one point, the TLOA
had to shoot 1,100 cattle in a single day.

In 1950, the landowners made their last step
toward a completely private ownership
scheme. They liquidated the TLOA, and creat
ed the SabiSand Wildtuin, or SSWT. Campbell
became its first president, and served for 12
years until he died in 1962.

Campbell's death marked the end of an era.
The image of the "great white hunter" is a car
icature in South Africa now, a stereotype that
many owners at SabiSand dislike and mock.
Some hunting still goes on, but it is very limit
ed. Its primary purpose is to finance the main
tenance of the parks, through the sale of select
ed big game and the meat from more common
species. The rules of the day have changed,
from hunting wild animals to protecting them.

Here is the paradox of the SabiSand Wildtu
in: it was born of the self-interest of
hunters-white men who killed wild animals
for sport and who had the money to buy a
place to do so. Self-interest is still the motivat
ing force behind the game parks today, but the

nature of that interest has changed. Today, the
SabiSand park owners want to provide a safe
environment for the animals that roam there,
and to make money by doing it. Now, it is pro
tection of the animals that serves the owners'
interests.

In the past, protecting those interests meant
openly opposing apartheid. In 1940, the South
African government placed two of the farms in
the area under the Bantu Trust Act, the legisla
tion that created homelands for South African
blacks. By the 1960s, about one-third of the
SSWT was considered "released area" under
Bantu Act legislation. This meant that the cen
tral government could seize the land at its dis
cretion to create "reserves" for black people.
In 1963, the SSWT Executive Committee se
cured a verbal agreement from the Minister of
Bantu Administration that their land would
not be confiscated.

Now, the SSWT is relatively free from cen
tral government controls. There is a 75-mile
fence separating the consortium from Kruger
Park, so the SSWT cannot "benefit" from ani
mals that would migrate across the borders of
Kruger. There are no internal fences between
the individual reserves. The wildebeest,
warthog, impala, waterbuck, and kudu roam
freely over 265 square miles of open land.

Notten's Bush Camp
Within this vast tract of land, individuals

have separate homesteads. One of those
homesteads is Notten's Bush Camp. It is
owned by Dedrick and Gillian Notten-"Bam
bi" and Gilly to those who visit the camp. Visi
tors come to Notten's to experience life in the
bush, for a price, of course. The Nottens'
2,OOO-acre "backyard" is their business.

The Nottens' land has been in Bambi's fami
ly for 20 years. A little over two years ago,
Bambi left his job as a builder in Johannes
burg, and the Nottens moved to the lowveld
permanently. Their two sons are now in board
ing schools, and visit the bush every other
weekend.

Missing her boys is Gilly's only complaint
about the move. She would love to have them
live at home, but there is no school to which
they could commute. And with a full-time fam-
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Offon a run at Notten's Bush Camp.

ily, Bambi and Gilly couldn't run Notten's
Bush Camp in the way they do.

The Nottens' guests do not just visit a game
reserve. They enter Bambi and Gilly's home;
they get to know the Nottens and their life.
They watch their hosts experience the same
wonder·and joy at the wild animals of the bush,
as if the Nottens themselves were first-time vis
itors. When Gilly tells stories of Johannesburg
on the veranda, glancing over her shoulder at
the land stretching out behind her, she just
smiles. "The bush," she says, and pauses.
That's her full answer to why she moved to the
lowveld. "The simple life of the bush."

A typical day in that life starts at about 5
A.M., with tea and coffee in the "boma." The
boma is a tall, maybe eight-foot circular wall,
made of tied bamboo and reeds. It encloses a
small area where the Nottens cook for their
visitors, with a shallow pit in the center for hot
embers, and a stone-and-mortar barbecue off
to one side. There is no electricity at the camp,
and only a small kitchen, so the boma sees a
lot of use. Gilly and Bambi have a small boma
of their own, attached to their private cottage.

After tea, Bambi takes the guests out for a
"game run." Not only do the Nottens run their
business out of their home, but Bambi drives
their guests around the reserve in his car. It is a

big green open-air Land-Rover, which Bambi
occasionally takes on the highway to Johannes
burg. It seats eight-that is all the Nottens will
accommodate at their camp at one time. They
are unique in this respect. The neighboring
parks, like MalaMala and Londolozi, are much
more "booming" businesses, with lavish hotel
accommodations, fleets of Land-Rovers, and
higher per-day prices.

A game run with Bambi is simply a drive
through the bush, occasionally on the dirt
roads and paths through the Nottens' land.
Much of the time, Bambi just drives through
the wilderness. With no fences, there is nothing
"protecting" the visitors but their particularly
human sound, look, and smell. However, that
is no protection from a lion, an elephant, or
especially-a hippopotamus. If the lion is king
of the jungle, the hippo is the grouch; it has a
nasty disposition, and tourists have much more
to fear from a disgruntled hippo than any other
animal in the bush, lion included.

On all game runs, Bambi carries two things:
a gun and a golf putter. The former, for protec
tion; the latter, he says, just for walking. One
suspects, however, that it is the other way
around. To hear Bambi talk of the animals of
the bush, and to see him identify the tiniest
bird in the farthest tree, it is difficult to imag-
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ine that reaching for his gun would be his re
flex reaction to danger. Of course, Bambi
would shoot an oncoming hippo, or lion, or
rhinoceros if he were sure it was endangering
the lives of his visitors. But after spending just
a day or so with Bambi, one can't help thinking
he just might reach for the putter first, and the
gun second.

The Nottens are a unique couple. Bambi is
not at all what his nickname would imply to
Americans. He is a tall, burly man, with shaggy
dark hair and a booming voice. Golf putter in
hand, he strides through the bush, describing
in detail the plants, the sounds, and the smell~.

One night, he spent 20 minutes studying a spi
der ensnaring a moth in her web, and giving
blow-by-blow commentary to the visitors.

Gilly is equally fascinated with the bush. She
will drive into the bush by herself, for peace
and serenity among wild animals. Gillian Not
ten is the only woman in all the 20 private re
serves who will venture into the bush alone,
and take guests out herself.

Occasionally on the game runs, the Nottens
will run into other Land-Rovers from neigh
boring reserves. The larger reserves in the con
sortium send out rovers to spot a pride of lions
or family of cheetahs, and then radio back
their location to the camp. If there are chee
tahs in the area, MalaMala and Londolozi are
sure to know.

According to Bambi, it is not often that
three or four Land-Rovers pull up to the same
spot, as quietly as four Land-Rovers can, to
stare at a family of leopards or a herd of zebra.
But when they do, it is a little disconcerting to
a foreigner. All the drivers and passengers in
the rovers are white, and there is always one
black man riding on the hood or sitting in a
high back seat. That man is the "tracker." In
most cases, he comes from the eastern
Transvaal, from the homeland Gazankulu or
the area of Bushbok Ridge. He knows the
bush, and can navigate through it easily and
swiftly. He knows the marks different animals
leave in the foliage, and he can spot tiny pin
points of red or green light-the eyes of a
civet, an impala, or a mongoose-in the pitch
dark of night.

The relationship between Bambi and Joseph
Matebula, the Nottens' tracker, is one of em-

ployer-and-employee, and of white-and-black
friends in an apartheid state. Joseph speaks lit
tie English, and Bambi does not speak
Shangaan, Joseph's native language. They
communicate in a language called Fana Ka Lo.

FanaKaLo
Fana Ka Lo is a source of controversy for

many black South Africans. It is the mining
language-the language invented so that white
mine owners could communicate with black
workers. Joseph worked in the mines for one
month. Bambi translates when Joseph talks of
the mines, or what he calls, in English, "the
hole." The stories Joseph has from just one
month are frightening, and he tells them with
loathing in his eyes, and in the tone of his Fana
KaLo.

For him and for Bambi, though, Fana Ka Lo
does not seem to be the "language of oppres
sion," as it is deemed in much of South Africa.
They are friends. One morning, Bambi was
looking for lion, discussing the tracks in the
sand with Joseph, and asking what he thought
were the chances of a sighting. Suddenly
Joseph hopped off the rover and Bambi drove
away. The visitors were stunned; surely, he
couldn't have left Joseph to be preyed upon by
lion . . . or could he? One of the guests
raised a timid question, and Bambi glanced
over his huge, broad shoulder and bellowed,
"Ah, I've had enough of him. Leave him!" He
stepped on the gas. Silence from the guests.
Suddenly, Bambi burst out laughing. Joseph
knows exactly what he is doing in the bush,
Bambi explained. They were closer to the
camp than anyone in the back of the rover
could tell, and Joseph strolled in a minute or so
after Bambi parked.

That was the end of a morning game run.
Typically, then, activity grinds to a halt. As the
heat begins to blaze in the eastern Transvaal,
the animals in the bush head for shade, and
most tourists begin to wilt. Another game run
begins at about 4:30, and Bambi and Gilly load
up a cooler to take along. Bambi's favorite rule
is "first mammal, first beer." He'll bend it for
those who prefer wine.

There are rules, however, that Bambi and
Gilly cannot and will not bend. Those are the
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intricate system of property rights that have
evolved throughout the 20 private reserves. If
Londolozi radios that there are cheetahs on
the Nottens' land, only those who have negoti
ated driving rights with Bambi and Gilly may
drive over to see. Owners of adjacent lands
have made individual agreements as to who
may drive where and when. Some borders are
open, and some are not; MalaMala, for exam
ple, tends to keep to itself. It all depends on
the preference of the owner, and those prefer
ences are respected.

Who Owns the Animals?
Animal rights are a different story. Who

owns the animals? Bambi replies with a ques
tion: "Well, who owns us?" The answer is that
no one actually owns the inhabitants of the
bush. There is a type of property right to big
game: at any given time, owners have a proper
ty right to whatever animals happen to be on
their land at that moment. They can sell or
trade animals they "own" in this fashion, to
zoos, perhaps, or other parks. Bambi traded
one rhino, for example, for 20 tsessabe (a tsess
abe, pronounced "chessabee," is a species of
large buck, with curving, ridged horns).

It is not in an owner's interest to sell off ani
mals extensively. The animals are the owner's
livelihood, but only if they are healthy and
thriving in a natural environment. That is what
tourists want to see for themselves, and that is
what people like Bambi and Gilly want to see
for the animals. Ideally for each owner, the
best natural environment falls within his or her
own borders.

Once an animal crosses a border, someone
else has a property right to it. More important,
people will go to that reserve to see it. When a
family of cheetah moved onto the Nottens'
land, Bambi's guests wanted to go see them on
foot. Surprisingly, animals are more frightened
of human footsteps than the sound of a land
rover. An engine makes a regular, low din,
which animals get used to and "block out."
Footsteps are irregular, easily recognizable,
and much more menacing to hear. Bambi
knew that footsteps might scare away the chee
tah, and move them off his land. He anguished
for a moment, then said, "All right. Let's go."

The result of this private property system is
competition in creating the best habitat for the
game. Periodically, Bambi and Gilly clear out
patches of bush, or create a new water hole.
They regulate the environment to suit the ani
mals they want to attract. Yet, it is absolutely
forbidden for owners to feed the animals, or
even to set up salt licks. "Unfair" competition
between owners is not the problem. Setting up
salt licks and putting out extra food is "artifi
cial," unnatural. It is unfair to the animals.

The feeding rule can be broken only if the
owners agree that it is in the best interest of
the animals involved. A few years ago, for ex
ample, a female cheetah severely wounded her
foot in a poacher's trap. She was a mother of
five cubs, who could not fend for themselves
were she to die. The world would lose six
members of an endangered species, and the
SSWT would lose six of its main attractions.
The owners decided to shoot reedbuck for the
mother to eat. Bambi shot one, and the owners
at Londolozi shot a few more. As soon as the
mother was able to hunt again for herself, they
stopped.

Are there any disadvantages to this system
of private ownership? Of course, there are.
The first is the ever-present possibility of
"cheating" on the consortium arrangement. In
dividual owners can transgress driving rights.
However, they are out driving in the bush ev
ery day, sometimes all day. They can "catch"
each other easily. Owners also can shoot any
animal they choose, even an endangered
species, way out in the deep bush where no
one can hear. According to Bambi, American
tourists pay up to $10,000 to shoot rhinos. "It
makes me sick, honestly, it makes me really
sick," Gilly says.

There is simply no way to guarantee this will
not happen in the SSWT. But, it doesn't hap
pen very often. The kinds of people who go
into this "business," on the whole, are people
like Bambi and Gilly who love the bush, and
respect the animals as their "neighbors."

The owners do engage, however, in a prac
tice called "culling," which"means cutting
down the size of a herd that is overcrowding
the bush. An overpopulated species endangers
the ecological system the owners strive to bal
ance. Only three species are culled: impala,
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rhinoceros, and cape buffalo. All of them are
"grazers," Bambi explains. They feed on the
foliage of the land. The SSWT Executive Com
mittee gives each owner a number to cull over
the period of a year. They either keep the meat
for themselves, or sell it at a reasonable rate to
Gazankulu, or butchers in Bushbok Ridge.

The whole idea of culling gives Bambi no
trouble, for he feels it is in the best interest of
all. According to Gilly, the only problems start
when the number of animals they are told to
cull seems exceptionally high. The SSWT can
accommodate 150 rhino, but there are roughly
120 in the area now. Last year they culled 10,
but this year the number was 15. The number
to cull is decided by the SSWT group, so if
Bambi and Gilly disapprove, they must garner
support from other members to influence the
Committee's decision.

The other disadvantage of this private game
reserve system is that it is more expensive to
visit than Kruger Park, which is run by the
state. There are all levels of hotel and camping
accommodations at Kruger which add to its
basic price, but the simple entry fee for a car is
about $7.50. In Kruger, tourists drive their own
cars along paved roads through the bush. Pas
sengers may not get out of their vehicles, and
they must exit the game area by sundown. At
parks like MalaMala and Londolozi, the fee
per day is $300 and above. At Nottens it is only
$50 per person per night, including accommo
dations and Gilly's excellent cooking. There
are four one-room cottages at Notten's Bush
Camp, and they are immaculate. The lack of
electricity is hardly noticeable, at least while
one is sitting by the light of the fire in the
boma sipping wine, and then gazing at the
Southern Cross for a few minutes before going
to bed.

All the cooking and cleaning is done for the
guests by Bambi, Gilly, and their small staff.
Guests must bring their own alcohol if they so
choose, but the Nottens serve champagne and
orange juice at breakfast. A three-day week
end of this-and of riding and walking in the
bush among zebra, lion, cheetah, and

kudu-will cost roughly $150.
Those who want a trip to the bush at the

lowest cost possible go to Kruger Park for a
day. Accommodations and meals are options
and cost extra. The entry fee alone is what
costs so little. At the private parks, visitors
must take the "package deal" of all the ser
vices and accommodations that go with the ini
tial price. The Nottens do charge a lower price
if their guests choose to bring and cook their
own food, but they may discontinue that op
tion. Gilly finds it is more work for her when
guests try to use her kitchen and cookware,
than to do it all herself.

At Notten's Bush Camp, though, one can get
close enough to a cheetah to hear her purr, and
to see a bramble caught in the silky fur of her
cub's underbelly. Guests may walk through the
bush, or ride in an open Land-Rover at all
hours of the day or night. One cannot do that
at Kruger; the night curfew is a strict rule, and
at no time may anyone get out of his or her car.

At Notten's Bush Camp, there are no pave
ment and no fence. The environment for the
animals is more natural. Bambi's family has
preserved it for 20 years, when they could have
sold it for a massive profit.

Very few people expect that private individ
uals would be socially responsible enough to
conserve wildlife voluntarily, especially with
the loving care of people like Gilly and Bambi
Notten. In the bush, the line between the Not
tens' social responsibility and personal, self-in
terested desire is blurred. After getting to
know the Nottens a little, which guests invari
ably do in the intimate, friendly setting they
provide, it seems as if no such line exists.

Deep in the bush in the eastern Transvaal,
far away from the turmoil emanating from Pre
toria, politics seems immaterial. To be sure,
there is conflict. There is also cooperation. The
private game reserves have problems, but they
also have solutions. So unlike the rest of the
country, it almost feels as if there is no central
government. The people and the wild animals
in the bush don't seem to need one. D
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A Tale of Two
Revolutions
by Robert A. Peterson

T
he year 1989 marks the 200th anniver

. sary of the French Revolution. To cel
ebrate, the French government is

throwing its biggest party in at least 100 years,
to last all year. In the United States, an Ameri
can Committee on the French Revolution has
been set up to coordinate programs on this
side of the Atlantic, emphasizing the theme,
"France and America: Partners in Liberty."

But were the French and American Revolu
tions really similar? On the surface, there were
parallels. Yet over the past two centuries, many
observers have likened the American Revolu
tion to the bloodless Glorious Revolution of
1688, while the French Revolution has been
considered the forerunner of the many modern
violent revolutions that have ended in totali
tarianism. As the Russian naturalist, author,
and soldier Prince Petr Kropotkin put it,
"What we learn from the study of the Great
[French] Revolution is that it was the source of
all the present communist, anarchist, and so
cialist conceptions."l

It is because the French Revolution ended
so violently that many Frenchmen are troubled
about celebrating its 200th anniversary. French
author Leon Daudet has written: "Commemo
rate the French Revolution? That's like cele
brating the day you got scarlet fever." An
Anti-89 Movement has even begun to sell me
mentos reminding today's Frenchmen of the
excesses of the RevolutIon, including Royalist
black armbands and calendars that mock the
sacred dates of the French Revolution.

Mr. Peterson is headmaster of The Pilgrim Academy in
Egg Harbor City, New Jersey.

The French should indeed be uneasy about
their Revolution, for whereas the American
Revolution brought forth a relatively free
economy and limited government, the French
Revolution brought forth first anarchy, then
dictatorship.

Eighteenth-century France was the largest
and most populous country in western Europe.
Blessed with rich soil, natural resources, and a
long and varied coastline, France was Europe's
greatest power and the dominant culture on
the continent. Unfortunately, like all the other
countries of 18th-century Europe, France was
saddled with the economic philosophy of mer
cantilism. By discouraging free trade with oth
er countries, mercantilism kept the economies
of the European nation-states in the doldrums,
and their people in poverty.

Nevertheless, in 1774, King Louis XVI made
a decision that could have prevented the
French Revolution by breathing new life into
the French economy: he appointed Physiocrat
Robert Turgot as Controller General of Fi
nance. The Physiocrats were a small band of
followers of the French physician Fran~ois

Quesnay, whose economic prescriptions in
cluded reduced taxes, less regulation, the elim
ination of government-granted monopolies
and internal tolls and tariffs-ideas that found
their rallying cry in the famous slogan, "laissez
faire, laissez-passer."

The Physiocrats exerted a profound influ
ence on Adam Smith, who had spent time in
France in the 1760s and whose classic The
Wealth of Nations embodied the Physiocratic
attack on mercantilism and argued that nations
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get rich by practicing free trade.2 Of Smith,
Turgot, and the Physiocrats, the great French
statesman and author Frederic Bastiat (1801
1850) wrote: "The basis of their whole eco- '
nomic system may be truly said to lie in the
principle of self-interest.... The only function
of government according to this doctrine is to
protect life, liberty, and property."3

Embracing the principle of free trade not
just as a temporary expedient, but as a philoso
phy, Turgot got the king to sign an edict in Jan
uary 1776 that abolished the monopolies and
special privileges of the guilds, corporations,
and trading companies. He also abolished the
forced labor of the peasants on the roads, the
hated corvee. He then dedicated himself to
breaking down the internal tariffs within
France. By limiting government expense, he
was able to cut the budget by 60 million livres
and reduce the interest on the national debt
from 8.7 million livres to 3 million livres.

Had Turgot been allowed to pursue his poli
cies of free trade and less government inter
vention, France might very well have become
Europe's first "common market" and avoided
violent revolution. A rising tide would have
lifted all ships. Unfortunately for France and
the cause of freedom, resistance from the
Court and special interests proved too power
ful, and Turgot was removed from office in
1776. "The dismissal of this great man," wrote
Voltaire, "crushes me.... Since that fatal day, I
have not followed anything ... and am waiting
patiently for someone to cut our throats."4
Turgot's successors, following a mercantilist
policy of government intervention, only made
the French economy worse. In a desperate
move to find money in the face of an uproar
across the country and to re-establish harmony,
Louis XVI agreed to convene the Estates
General for May 1789. Meanwhile, the king's
new finance minister, Jacques Necker, a Swiss
financial expert, delayed the effects of mercan
tilism by importing large amounts of grain.

On May 5, the Estates-General convened at
Versailles. By June 17, the Third Estate had
proclaimed itself the National Assembly.
Three days later, the delegates took the fa
mous Tennis Court Oath, vowing not to dis
band until France had a new constitution.

But the real French Revolution began not at

Versailles but on the streets of Paris. On July
14, a Parisian mob attacked the old fortress
known as the Bastille, liberating, as one pundit
put it, "two fools, four forgers and a debauch
er." The Bastille was no longer being used as a
political prison, and Louis XVI had even made
plans to destroy it. That made little difference
to the mob, who were actually looking for
weapons.

Promising the guards safe conduct if they
surrendered, the leaders of the mob broke
their word and hacked them to death. It would
be the first of many broken promises. Soon the
heads, torsos, and hands of the Bastille's for
mer guardians were bobbing along the street
on pikes. "In all," as historian Otto Scott put it,
"a glorious victory of unarmed citizens over
the forces of tyranny, or so the newspapers and
history later said."5 The French Revolution
had begun.

Despite the bloodshed at the Bastille and
the riots in Paris, there was some clear-headed
thinking. Mirabeau wanted to keep the Crown
but restrain it. "We need a government like
England's," he said.6 But the French not only
hated things English, they even began to de
spise their own cultural heritage-the good as
~ell as the bad. On October 5, the Assembly
adopted the Declaration of the Rights of Man
and the Citizen-a good document all right,
but only if it were followed.

Twenty-eight days later, the Assembly
showed they had no intention of doing so: all
church property in France was confiscated by
the government. It was the wrong way to go
about creating a free society. Certainly the
Church was responsible for some abuses, but
seeking to build a free society by undermining
property rights is like cutting down trees to
grow a forest. Such confiscation only sets a
precedent for further violation of property
rights, which in turn violates individual
rights-the very rights of man and the citizen
the new government was so loudly proclaim
ing. By confiscating church property-no mat
ter how justified-France's Revolutionary
leaders showed that they weren't interested in
a true free society, only in one created in the
image of their own philosophers. As Bastiat
later pointed out, they were among the mod
em world's first social engineers.



Soon France began to descend into an abyss
in which it would remain for the next 25 years.
In towns where royalist mayors were still pop
ular, bands of men invaded town halls and
killed city magistrates. Thousands of people
sold their homes and fled the country, taking
with them precious skills and human capital.
Fran~ois Babeuf, the first modern communist,
created a Society of Equals dedicated to the
abolition of private property and the destruc
tion of all those who held property. The king's
guards were eventually captured and killed.
The Marquis de Sade, from whom we get the
term sadism, was released from prison. The
Paris Commune took over control of Paris.

Fiat Money Inflation
The actions of the government were even

more radical than those of the people at large.
In order to meet the continuing economic cri
sis, the Assembly resorted to paper
money-the infamous assignats, backed osten
sibly by the confiscated church property. Al
though most of the delegates were aware of
the dangers of paper money, it was thought
that if the government issued only a small
amount-and that backed up by the confiscat
ed property-the assignats would not create
the kind of economic disaster that had accom
panied the use of paper money in the past.

But as had happened again and again
through history, the government proved un
able to discipline itself. As Andrew Dickson
White put it in his Fiat Money Inflation in
France: "New issues of paper were then clam
ored for as more drams are demanded by a
drunkard. New issues only increased the evil;
capitalists were all the more reluctant to em
bark their money on such a sea of doubt.
Workmen of all sorts were more and more
thrown out of employment. Issue after issue of
currency came; but no relief resulted save a
momentary stimulus which aggravated the dis
ease."?

Writing from England in 1790, long before
the French inflation had done its worst, Ed
mund Burke saw the danger of fiat currency.
According to Burke, issuing assignats was the
government's pat answer to any problem: "Is
there a de~t which presses them? Issue assig-
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nats. Are compensations to be made or a
maintenance decreed to those whom they have
robbed of their free-hold in their office, or ex
pelled from their profession? Assignats. Is a
fleet to be fitted out? Assignats. . . . Are the
old assignats depreciated at market? What is
the remedy? Issue new assignats." The leaders
of France, said Burke, were like quack doctors
who urged the same remedy for every illness.

Burke saw in the French Revolution not a
decrease in the power of the state, but an in
crease in it: "The establishment of a system of
liberty would of course be supposed to give it
[France's currency] new strength; and so it
would actually have done if a system of liberty
had been established." As for the confiscation
of property-first that of the Catholic Church
then that of anyone accused of being an enemy
of the Revolution-Burke said: "Never did a
state, in any case, enrich itself by the confisca
tion of the citizens."8

But the issuing of assignats was only the be
ginning. In the spring of 1792, the first Com
mittee of Public Safety was established,
charged with judging and punishing traitors.
Soon the streets of Paris began to run with
blood, as thousands of people were killed by
the guillotine. The following fall, the French
government announced that it was prepared to
help subject peoples everywhere win their
freedom. Thus, instead of peacefully exporting
French products and French ideas on liberty,
the French began exporting war and revolu
tion ... hence the saying, "When France
sneezes, the whole world catches cold."

As more soldiers were needed to "liberate"
the rest of Europe, France instituted history's
first universal levy-the ultimate in state con
trol over the lives of its citizens. Meanwhile,
for opposing the Revolution, most of the city
of Lyons was destroyed. And Lafayette, who at
first had embraced the Revolution, was arrest
ed as a traitor.

Stifling Controls
Soon a progressive income tax was passed,

prices on grain were fixed, and the death
penalty was meted out to those who refused to
sell at the government's prices. Every citizen
was required to carry an identity card issued by
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his local commune, called, in an Orwellian
twist of language, Certificates of Good Citizen
ship. Every house had to post an outside listing
of its legal occupants; the Revolutionary Com
munes had committees that watched everyone
in the neighborhood; and special passes were
needed to travel from one city to another. The
jails were soon filled with more people than
they had been under Louis XVI. Eventually,
there flooded forth such a torrent of laws that
virtually every citizen was technically guilty of
crimes against the state. The desire for abso
lute equality resulted in everyone's being ad
dressed as "citizen," much as the modern-day
Communist is referred to as "comrade."

Education was centralized and bureaucra
tized. The old traditions, dialects, and local al
legiances that helped prevent centralization
and thus tyranny-were swept away as the As
sembly placed a mathematical grid of depart
ments, cantons, and municipalities on an un
suspecting France. Each department was to be
run exactly as its neighbor. Since "differences"
were aristocratic, plans were made to erase in
dividual cultures, dialects, and customs. In or
der to accomplish this, teachers-paid by the
state-began to teach a uniform language.
Curriculum was controlled totally by the cen
tral government. Summing up this program,
Saint-Just said, "Children belong to the State,"
and advocated taking boys from their families
at the age of five.9

So much of modern statism-with all of its
horror and disregard for individualism-began
with the French Revolution. The "purge," the
"commune," the color red as a symbol of
statism, even the political terms Left, Right,
and Center came to us from this period. The
only thing that ended the carnage-inside
France, at least-was "a man on horseback,"
Napoleon Bonaparte. The French Revolution
had brought forth first anarchy, then statism,
and finally, dictatorship. Had it not been for
the indomitable spirit of the average French
man and France's position as the largest coun
try in Western Europe, France might never
have recovered.

Now contrast all of this with the American
Revolution-more correctly called the War for
Independence. The American Revolution was
different because, as Irving Kristol has pointed

out, it was "a mild and relatively bloodless rev
olution. A war was fought to be sure, and sol
diers died in that war. But ... there was none
of the butchery which we have come to accept
as a natural concomitant of revolutionary war
fare.... There was no 'revolutionary justice';
there was no reign of terror; there were no
bloodthirsty proclamations by the Continental
Congress."10

A "Conservative Revolution"
The American Revolution was essentially a

"conservative" movement, fought to conserve
the freedoms America had painstakingly de
veloped since the 1620s during the period of
British "salutary neglect" - in reality, a period
of laissez-faire government as far as the
colonies were concerned. Samuel Eliot Mori
son has pointed out: "[T]he American Revolu
tion was not fought to obtain freedom, but to
preserve the liberties that Americans already
had as colonials. Independence was no con
scious goal, secretly nurtured in cellar or jungle
by bearded conspirators, but a reluctant last
resort, to preserve 'life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness.' "11

A sense of restraint pervaded this whole pe
riod. In the Boston Tea Party, no one was hurt
and no property was damaged save for the tea.
One patriot even returned the next day to re
place a lock on a sea chest that had been acci
dentally broken.12 This was not the work of an
archists who wanted to destroy everything in
their way, but of Englishmen who simply want
ed a redress of grievances.

After the Boston Massacre, when the British
soldiers who had fired upon the crowd were
brought to trial, they were defended by Ameri
can lawyers James Otis and John Adams. In
any other "revolution," these men would have
been calling for the deaths of the offending sol
diers. Instead, they were defending them in
court.

When the war finally began, it took over a
year for the colonists to declare their indepen
dence. During that year, officers in the Conti
nental Army still drank to "God save the
King." When independence was finally de
clared, it was more out of desperation than
careful planning, as the colonists sought help



from foreign nations, particularly the French.
In the end, it was the French monarchy-not
the Revolutionists, as they had not yet come to
power-that helped America win its indepen
dence.

Through the seven years of the American
war, there were no mass executions, no "reigns
of terror," no rivers of blood flowing in the
streets of America's cities. When a Congress
man suggested to George Washington that he
raid the countryside around Valley Forge to
feed his starving troops, he flatly refused, say
ing that such an action would put him on the
same level as the invaders.

Most revolutions consume those who start
them; in France, Marat, Robespierre, and
Danton all met violent deaths. But when
Washington was offered a virtual dictatorship
by some of his officers at Newburgh, New
York, he resisted his natural impulse to take
command and urged them to support the re
publican legislative process. Professor Andrew
C. McLaughlin has pointed out: "To teach our
youth and persuade ourselves that the heroes
of the controversy were only those taking part
in tea-parties and various acts of violence is to
inculcate the belief that liberty and justice rest
in the main upon lawless force. And yet as a
matter of plain fact, the self-restraint of the
colonists is the striking theme; and their suc
cess in actually establishing institutions under
which we still live was a remarkable achieve
ment. No one telling the truth about the Revo
lution will attempt to conceal the fact that
there was disorder.... [yet] we find it marked
on the whole by constructive political capaci
ty."13

No Assault on Freedom
of Religion

In America, unlike France, where religious
dissenters were put to death, there was no
wholesale assault on freedom of religion. At
the Constitutional Convention in 1787, there
were devout Congregationalists, Episco
palians, Dutch Reformed, Lutherans, Quakers,
Presbyterians, Methodists, and Roman
Catholics. Deist Ben Franklin asked for prayer
during the Convention, while several months
later George Washington spoke at a syna-
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gogue. During the Revolution, many members
of the Continental Congress attended sermons
preached by Presbyterian John Witherspoon,
and while Thomas Jefferson worked to sepa
rate church and state in Virginia, he personally
raised money to help pay the salaries of Angli
can ministers who would lose their tax-sup
ported paychecks. In matters of religion, the
leaders of America's Revolution agreed to dis
agree.

Finally, unlike the French Revolution, the
American Revolution brought forth what
would become one of the world's freest soci
eties. There were, of course, difficulties. Dur
ing the "critical period" of American history,
from 1783 to 1787, the 13 states acted as 13
separate nations, each levying import duties as
it pleased. As far as New York was concerned,
tariffs could be placed on New Jersey cider,
produced across the river, as easily as on West
Indian rum. The war had been won, but daily
battles in the marketplace were being lost.

The U.S. Constitution changed all that by
forbidding states to levy tariffs against one an
other. The result was, as John Chamberlain put
it in his history of American business, "the
greatest 'common market' in history."14 The
Constitution also sought to protect property
rights, including rights to ideas (patents and
copyrights) and beliefs (the First Amend
ment). For Madison, this was indeed the sole
purpose of civil government. In 1792 he wrote:
"Government is instituted to protect property
of every sort.... This being the end of govern
ment, that alone is a just government which
impartially secures to every man whatever is
his own."15 Alexander Hamilton, the first Sec
retary of the Treasury, helped restore faith in
the public credit with his economic program. It
was at his urging that the U.S. dollar was de
fined in terms of hard money-silver and gold.
(At the Constitutional Convention, the dele
gates were so opposed to fiat paper money that
Luther Martin of Maryland complained that
they were "filled with paper money dread.")

Hamilton's centralizing tendencies would
have been inappropriate at any other time in
American history; but in the 1790s, his pro
gram helped 13 nations combine to form one
United States. Had succeeding Treasury Secre
taries continued Hamilton's course of strength-
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Albert Gallatin (1761-1849)

ening the federal government, at the expense
of the states, America's economic expansion
would have been stillborn.

Fortunately, when Jefferson came to power,
he brought with him the Swiss financier and
economist Albert Gallatin, who served Jeffer
son for two terms and Madison for one. Unlike
his fellow countryman Necker, whose mercan
tilist policies only hastened the coming of the
French Revolution, Gallatin was committed to
limited government and free market economic
policies. Setting the tone for his Administra
tion, Jefferson said in his first inaugural ad
dress: "Still one thing more, fellow citizens-a
wise and frugal government, which shall re
strain men from injuring one another, shall
leave them otherwise free to regulate their
own pursuits of industry and improvement,
and shall not take from the mouth of labor the
bread it has earned."

For the next eight years, Jefferson and Gal
latin worked to reduce the nation's debt as well
as its taxes. The national debt was cut from $83
million to $57 million, and the number of Fed
eral employees was reduced. Despite the re
strictions on trade caused by Napoleon's Berlin

and Milan decrees, and the British blockade of
Europe, American businessmen continued to
develop connections around the world. By the
end of Jefferson's first term, he was able to ask,
"What farmer, what mechanic, what laborer
ever sees a tax gatherer in the United States?"16
By 1810, America was well on its way to be
coming the world's greatest· economic power.
France, meanwhile, still languished under the
heavy hand of Napoleon.

In his Report to the House of Representa
tives that same year, Gallatin summed up the
reasons for America's prosperity: "No cause...
has perhaps more promoted in every respect
the general prosperity of the United States
than the absence of those systems of internal
restrictions and monopoly which continue to
disfigure the state of society in other countries.
No law exists here directly or indirectly confin
ing man to a particular occupation or place, or
excluding any citizen from any branch he may
at any time think proper to pursue. Industry is
in every respect perfectly free and unfettered;
every species of trade, commerce, art, profes
sion, and manufacture being equally opened to
all without requiring any previous regular ap
prenticeship, admission, or license."17 The
American Revolution was followed by 200
years of economic growth under the same gov
ernment. By contrast, the French Revolution
was followed by political instability, including
three revolutions, a directorate, a Reign of
Terror, a dictatorship, a restoration of the
Bourbon Monarchy, another monarchy, and
five republics. Today, socialism has a greater
hold in France than it does in America-al
though America is not far behind. Even
though they were close in time, it was the
French Revolution that set the pattern for the
Russian Revolution and other modern revolu
tions, not the American.

Bastiat's Opinion
Frederic Bastiat clearly saw the difference

between the two. The French Revolution, he
argued, was based on the idea of Rousseau
that society is contrary to nature, and therefore
must be radically changed. Because, according
to Rousseau, the "social contract" had been vi
olated early in man's history, it allowed all par-



ties to that contract to return to a state of "nat
ural liberty." In essence, what Rousseau was
saying was, "Sweep aside all the restraints of
property and society, destroy the existing sys
tem. Then you will be free, free to lose yourself
in .the collective good of mankind, under my
care."18

The social architects who emerged out of the
chaos of the French Revolution included
Robespierre and Napoleon. In his analysis of
Robespierre, Bastiat said: "Note that when
Robespierre demands a dictatorship, it is ... to
make his own moral principles prevail by
means of terror.... Oh, you wretches! ... You
want to reform everything! Reform yourselves
first! This will be enough of a task for yoU."19

In Bastiat's opinion, the French Revolution
failed because it repudiated the very principles
upon which a free society is based: self-govern
ment, property rights, free markets, and limit
ed civil government. The American Revolu
tion, however, brought forth the world's freest
society: "Look at the United States," wrote
Bastiat. "There is no country in the world
where the law confines itself more rigorously
to its proper role, which is to guarantee every
one's liberty and property. Accordingly, there
is no country in which the social order seems
to rest on a more stable foundation.... This is
how they understand freedom and democracy
in the United States. There each citizen is vigi
lant with a jealous care to remain his own mas
ter. It is by virtue of such freedom that the
poor hope to emerge from poverty, and that
the rich hope to preserve their wealth. And, in
fact, as we see, in a very short time this system
has brought the Americans to a degree of en
terprise, security, wealth, and equality of which
the annals of the human race offer no other ex
ample.... [In America] each person can in full
confidence dedicate his capital and his labor to
production. He does not have to fear that his
plans and calculations will be upset from one
instant to another by the legislature."20

Bastiat did see two inconsistencies in the
American Republic: slavery ("a violation of
the rights of a person") and tariffs ("a violation
of the right to property"). According to Basti
at,. these were the two issues that would divide
America if they were not dealt with speedily.
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What was the answer for America as well as
France? "Be responsible for ourselves," said
Bastiat. "Look to the State for nothing beyond
law and order. Count on it for no wealth, no
enlightenment. No more holding it responsible
for our faults, our negligence, our improvi
dence. Count only on ourselves for our subsis
tence, our physical, intellectual, and moral
progress! "21

On the 200th anniversary of the French Rev
olution, Frenchmen and Americans can truly
become partners in liberty by working toward
the principles advocated by Bastiat, America's
Founding Fathers, and others: limited govern
ment, private property, free markets, and free
men. D
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Should We Stop Selling
Real Estate to
Foreigners?
by C. Brandon Crocker

A
merican real estate is being bought
by foreigners, and this worries a lot
of people. Michael Dukakis made a

campaign issue out of the large commercial
real estate holdings of the Japanese in Los An
geles and other major V.S. cities. The fears
generated by this foreign buying appear to be
twofold: first is the concern that our national
security and sovereignty are somehow compro
mised when foreigners own our real estate;
second is the belief that foreign ownership of
V.S. real estate is harmful to our economy.
These qualms, however, are based on miscon
ceptions of what is happening in the real estate
market.

The concern over national security and
sovereignty is understandable given the nature
of real estate. When foreigners own land, peo
ple naturally fear that they might gain danger
ous control over the production and distribu
tion of resources such as grain, oil, and
industrial metals. The cost of amassing enough
land to have even a small impact on the supply
of such resources, however, is too prohibitive
to be practicable for any individual or group
acting as an agent of a hostile foreign power.
And such ownership wouldn't have an impact
on supplies coming in from international mar
kets. Furthermore, all V.S. territory, regardless

Mr. Crocker is assistant vice-president for a real estate
development and management corporation in San
Diego.

of the owner's nationality, comes under the full
jurisdiction of V.S. law.

If foreign real estate investment isn't com
promising our national security, is it hurting us
economically? The market for real estate in
the Vnited States is relatively free. Therefore,
as is true of all free markets, no one is forced
to sell something to another party. Transac
tions are consummated only when all parties
feel that it is in their best interest to do so.

This means that when a foreigner buys
American commercial real estate, he does so
because he believes that the risk-adjusted re
turn (and perhaps some prestige value) is
worth the investment. At the same time, the
American seller believes that the transaction
will make him better off. If, as is usually the
case, the seller is an on-going business, this
means that the owner believes he can get a
better return by putting the sale proceeds into
another investment than he can get by holding
the particular piece of real estate.

The proceeds from real estate sales do not
disappear in some mysterious way. The foreign
buyer gains a tangible asset, but the compensa
tion received by the seller goes into creating
other assets which the seller believes will have
a higher risk-adjusted rate of return. Manufac
turing corporations selling off real estate can
put the proceeds into research and develop
ment or new machinery. Real estate develop
ment companies can put the money into new



projects. Forbidding such transactions on the
grounds that the buyer is foreign, therefore,
would not merely just keep existing real estate
in American hands, but would also prevent the
creation of other assets in this country.

When foreigners buy American properties,
Americans are fully compensated. In fact, con
trary to the belief that foreigners are "buying
America on the cheap," the prices paid by for
eigners (especially the Japanese) for American
real estate over the past few years in many cas
es have been well above the traditional market
values, as foreigners have been willing to ac
cept a lower return on their investments than
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have many Americans.
There is no basis for the fear that foreign

real estate holdings threaten our sovereignty.
And given that we have a free market in real
estate, the charge that foreign purchases harm
us economically also has no basis. We cannot
be harmed if we freely exchange one asset for
another which we view as having a better risk
adjusted rate of return. This simple fact of eco
nomics-that deals take place in a free market
only when all parties involved believe them to
be beneficial-applies to real estate just as it
applies to all other assets. 0

Readers' Forum
To the Editors:

Nick Elliott, in his fascinating article on the
Levelers (May 1989), tells us that their fight
against the 17th-century Stuart state was an out
growth of English individualism, which in turn
led to liberalism, which he finds inextricably
linked to the- Rerormation. This is the customary
account.

However, as Lord Acton-the great English
liberal historian-pointed out, this view obscures
the pre-Reformation growth of liberty in Eng
land. Writing in 1859, Acton argued that:

"[In England], as elsewhere, the progress of
the constitution, which it was the work of the
Catholic Ages to build up ... was interrupted by
the attraction which the growth of absolutism
abroad excited, and by the Reformation's trans
ferring the ecclesiastical power to the Crown."
(Selected Writings, Vol. III, p. 33) Acton further
noted in 1861: "The Catholic Church had be
stowed on the English the great elements of their
political prosperity-the charter of their liberties,
the fusion of the races, and the abolition of
villeinage-that is, personal and general free
dom, and national unity. Hence the people were
so thoroughly impregnated with Catholicism that
the Reformation was imposed on them by for
eign troops in spite of an armed resistance; and
the imported manufacture of Geneva remained

so strange and foreign to them, that no English
divine of the sixteenth century enriched it with a
single original idea." (Ibid., p. 91)

For too long, it has been the received view in
England and America that the Reformation
equaled liberty. But in Acton's view, by uniting
church and state and freeing rulers from painfully
constructed Catholic restraints, Protestantism
made possible an absolutism that derailed the
long progress that liberty made during the Mid
dle Ages. As further evidence, consider that the
Renaissance-a Catholic Counter-Reformation
that Luther and Calvin warned about-restarted
the progress that ultimately culminated in liberal
ism.

JEFFREY A. TUCKER

Fairfax, Virginia

Nick Elliott Replies:
The Reformation did not "equal liberty"-far

from it. What it did was provide an ideology, as a
flag of convenience for those princes and dukes
who wanted to challenge the authority of the
Catholic empire. It was an unintended conse
quence that this led to religious anarchy and a
more general challenge to authority. Without the
Reformation, the Netherlands would probably
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not have fought a war of independence, to be
come the most liberal state in Europe. Nor would
England have been touched by the radical liberal
ideas of groups such as the Levelers.

It was no accident that many of the principal
English liberals have come from a background of
Protestant nonconformism: John Lilburne, John
Bright, and Herbert Spencer, to name but three.
The radical ideas that were to emerge from the
Reformation also implied a political code. As
John Bright said of the Quakers, "We have no
thirty-seven articles to declare that it is lawful for
Christian men, at the command of the civil magis
trate, to wear weapons and serve in wars."

The most important principle, politically, to
emerge from the Reformation was that the indi
vidual could communicate with God by himself,
subjectively interpreting the Bible for himself,
and without the need for a church hierarchy. This
principle led in England to popular agitation for
freedom of worship, and made the Levelers into
a movement with mass support.

The gains for liberty made before the English
Reformation hardly compare to the momentous
gains made after the Civil War, as the direct re
sult of radical Reformation ideas. The Glorious
Revolution of 1688 enshrined religious toleration
in law, and established the principle that monar
chs must be accountable to parliaments. The Re
formation in England led to the rejection of the
divine right of kings, by which kings had previ
ously justified their excesses.

The immediate response of the Catholic
Church to the Reformation was the inquisition
and index-religious purification by burning, and
a clampdown on dangerous books. These were
retrograde steps for liberalism and liberty. Any
link between the Renaissance and liberalism is
far from clear, far less clear than that with the Re
formation.

NICK ELLIOTI

London, England

-
time in the history of Poland, capitalism now has
a political representation. In the June 1989 elec
tion, the Union for Realpolitik (of which I am a
representative), led by Janusz Korwin-Mikke,
promoted free enterprise, privatization, self-re
sponsibility, and individual rights. The Union for
Realpolitik openly advocates capitalism-unlike
any other organization in Poland.

Furthermore, industrial societies organized in
various cities (the most famous being the Krakow
Industrial Society, Warsaw Industrial Society, and
Old Polish Industrial Society in Kielce) teach en
trepreneurship and organize meetings of busi
nessmen and pro-free market intellectuals. I
should add that the Krakow Industrial Society, of
which I am a member, is not a libertarian organi
zation, as Mrs. Sall wrote, but rather a group of
classical liberal intellectuals, mostly readers of
Ludwig von Mises. It is led by Miroslaw Dzielski,
a very important figure in the Polish pro-capital
ist movement, who seek contacts with successful
Polish entrepreneurs, mostly through banquets
and discussions. Recently the Krakow Industrial
Society became more politically active, proposing
a free enterprise zone in Krakow, and having Mr.
Dzielski participate in a meeting of opposition
leaders with Margaret Thatcher during her visit
in Poland.

As I mentioned, the heavy hand of the state is
still present. The Union for Realpolitik is refused
a paper quota (distribution of paper is rationed
by the Polish government) and is not allowed to
campaign on television. Interestingly enough,
Polish pro-capitalists are ignored in the West,
most notably by Western media, even though the
socialistic Solidarity opposition receives wide
coverage. But that is a phenomenon which re
quires a separate analysis.

KRZYSZTOF OSTASZEWSKI

University of Louisville

To the Editors:
I enjoyed Barbara Sall's "Private Enterprise in

Poland" in the May 1989 Freeman.
Let me stress, however, that the situation is not

as uncertain and tragic as it might appear from
Mrs. Sall's presentation. The heavy hand of the
state is present everywhere, but it is losing its
weight. Most important, however, for the first

We will share with readers the most in
teresting and provocative letters we receive
regarding Freeman articles and the issues
they raise. Address your letters to: To the
Editors, The Freeman, The Foundation for
Economic Education, Irvington-on-Hud
son, New York 10533.
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A REVIEWER'S
NOTEBOOK

Religious Thought and
Economic Society
by John Chamberlain

W
hen Jacob Viner of the University
of Chicago and Princeton Universi
ty died, he left four chapters of an

unfinished work called Religious Thought and
Economic Society. Two scholars, Jacques
Melitz and Donald Winch, have pieced togeth
er the Viner work for publication by the Duke
University Press of Durham, North Carolina
(211 pages, $21.95).

What strikes one at once in reading the Vin
er text is the essential worldliness of the early
church fathers. Though they often counseled
perfection, they had no illusions about the av
erage man's capacity for martyrdom. Saint Au
gustine had been a sinner himself. Besides,
there was a paradox involved. It was all very
well for an occasional individual to sell all he
had to feed the poor, but what if everybody
were to do the same? Production would cease,
and there would soon be nothing to give away.
The poor would really be reduced to scratch
ing to keep alive.

So the early Christian fathers, being practi
cal men, counseled sharing. They did not seek
to make the sharing compulsory-that would
dry up incentives, and there would be less to
share. What they wanted was a system that
would yield a maximum of voluntary alms.

This naturally opened the doors to capitalist
thinkers, though the word "capitalism" was not
used. The rich merchant was to be encouraged
as the best possible source of alms. In the Re
naissance the rich merchant came into his own.
The patricians of the Renaissance paid tribute
to the excellence of man instead of stressing
the degradation resulting from original sin.

Says Viner, the merchant class "maintained
that the life of virtue was within the reach of
the ordinary run of mankind and was a plea
surable one ... virtue was to be pursued for its
own sake or for its benefit to others, indepen
dently of its contribution to religious salvation
or for its obligatoriness as a religious duty."
Material things, sacred and profane art, fine
craftsmanship, the embellishment of palaces,
churches, and cities were more to be admired
than the ascetic life of "passive contemplation
or pious resignation."

Thomas Aquinas was against usury, but it is
one thing to frown upon charging interest on
cash loans and another to condemn selling for
credit at a higher price. Since most buyers are
unable to pay cash, if wholesalers were to
refuse to sell at credit their sales would shrink.
Soon there would be no business at all.

Viner devotes many pages to the quarrels in
France between "rigorists" and "laxists." But
just who were the rigorists and who were the
laxists is not always clear. The Jansenists pro
fessed to believe in a strict condemnation of
usury; the Jesuits did not. But the two oppos
ing schools of thought were equally casuistic
about loans to merchants to help them do busi
ness.

Since Viner was obviously convinced that
capitalist practices were fairly well defined
even in the Middle Ages, he tangles with the
theory promulgated by Max Weber and R. H.
Tawney that it was Calvinism that set the spirit
of capitalism going. When Venetians and
Genoans began adventuring on the Mediter
ranean after the Saracen enemies of Christiani-
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ty had been pushed back, the spirit of trade
quickly moved over the passes from Italy to
South Germany. Banking was elaborated in
South Germany. All of this happened before
the time of the Protestant Reformation.

To believe that the "geist" of capitalism orig
inated in Calvin's Geneva or John Knox's Scot
land ignores some palpable geographic facts.
As Viner says:

the prosperity of Holland in the seventeenth
century aroused the interest of writers in
other countries, and various explanations
were offered. Sir William Temple singled out
for emphasis the industry and thrift of the
Dutch, but attributed most "national cus
toms" to "unseen, or unobserved natural
causes or necessities." The only characteris
tics of this kind which he identified in the
Dutch case were poverty in natural re
sources and density of population. He makes
no mention of a religious factor. Some time
before 1618, Sir Walter Raleigh singled out
Holland, together with the Hanse towns and
Denmark, as countries which surpassed
England in commerce. He does not mention
that all these countries were Protestant ....
Sir Josiah Child attributed the superiority of
the Dutch in trade to a wide range of cus
toms, institutions, and patterns of economic
behavior and laws. His only reference to a
religious factor is his inclusion of "toleration
of different opinions in matters of religion"
as contributing to Dutch prosperity by at
tracting to Holland industrious and rich dis
senters from other countries.

There is only an incidental reason to connect
religion with the rise of capitalism in anything
Sir William Temple and Sir Walter Raleigh or
Josiah Child noticed in Holland. What stands
out is the fact that the Dutch government was
willing to leave people alone. In short, laissez
faire.

A better title to the incomplete Viner book
would have been Human Nature and Eco
nomic Society. The church fathers and scholas
tics quoted by Viner were reasonable men who
knew that alms would be forthcoming out of a
plenty that would still allow scope for individu
al pleasure. We are less generous in our under
standing of human nature today than was the

PETER BRUEGEL, THE ELDER

case before we began to legislate welfare by
compulsion. No compulsion was necessary to
provide education in Britain or America in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Schools
were built and maintained by churches and pri
vate associations. More hospitals were built in
England before the days of compulsory health
services.

After the common sense of Viner's early
chapters about the church fathers, I had
looked forward to reading the fourth chapter
on Max Weber and the thesis that capitalism
had been particularly fostered by the "Puritan
ethic." But the chapter is so clogged with unfa
miliar names (Bishop Herbert Thorndike, Sir
Peter Pett, Robert Robinson, Charles Dav
enant, C. Weiss, Israel Worsley, to cite a few)
that it is almost impossible to follow the tan
gential arguments. One has to hold fast to the
proposition that Weber's thesis applies only to
"the ascetic types of Protestantism." Weber's
"silent" omission of Geneva (Calvin's city) and
Scotland (John Knox's territory) from the list
of the "ascetics" was, says Viner, "not inadver
tent." The spirit of capitalism was not equally
present in all Calvinist. countries. Contrariwise,
it was often present in Catholic countries.
Things depended on human nature acting on
local traditions. Neither Weber in Germany
nor R. H. Tawney in England had a "lock" on
any all-inclusive law. D



TIME AND PUBLIC POLICY
by T. Alexander Smith
University of Tennessee Press, P.O. Box 250, Ithaca, NY 14850
1988.299 pages. $29.95 cloth

Reviewed by Israel M. Kirzner

T.
. Alexander Smith, a professor of politi

cal science at the University of Ten-
• nessee, has written an impressive

book. It is a book that ranges across several so
cial science disciplines, particularly economics,
sociology, and politics-but also involves psy
chology, philosophy, and history. This review is
written from the narrow perspective of an
"Austrian" economist (whose objectivity is, it
must be confessed, perhaps compromised in
the book's favor by its author's embrace of the
Austrian tradition in economics, and by his
general endorsement of free market policies.)

The major thesis of the book can be stated
simply. Modern societies, partly as a result of
various sociological forces, partly as a result of
welfare-state policies and majoritarian
"promissory politics," are systematically biased
toward the short run: "Our time horizons have
changed radically in the modern era." This
bias, the author claims, poses a serious danger
for society's long run health and viability.
Where we ought to be pursuing courses of ac
tion that recognize the long run benefits of
bourgeois values, frugality, thrift, and self-re
straint, there in fact are powerful political and
social forces that lead us, as voters and as
politicians, to place greater emphasis on short
run, fleeting, and ephemeral benefits. What is
required, Smith maintains, is a pattern of insti
tutional reform that will encourage long range
planning, and the willingness to forgo instant
gratification for the sake of future goals.

This thesis is developed in eight chapters of
well-written prose enriched by a scholarly ap
paratus modestly concealed in the endnotes,
reflecting an extraordinarily wide range of
reading and study. Although this reviewer has
several quibbles to express as an economist, as
a citizen he finds the overall thrust of the
book-especially in its development of themes
in sociology and politics-highly persuasive
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and important. Although at least some eco
nomic aspects of Smith's argument have been
developed before (for example, Henry Haz
litt's classic Economics in One Lesson critique
of interventionism is based on the idea that the
"art of economics consists in looking not mere
ly at the immediate but at the longer effects of
any act or policy ...."), the book's reinforce
ment of its economic insights by reference to
sociology, and to political institutions, adds up
to an innovative and powerful case for the free
market and the rule of law.

My quibbles will at first seem minor ones,
yet on reflection they turn out to be quite dis
turbing to the economist. The economist who
appreciates the social usefulness of free mar
kets, and also understands the importance of
the time profiles of production and consump
tion, will argue that a key virtue of the market
economy is that it stimulates economic growth
to reflect, with reasonable faithfulness, the
wishes of the individual market participants. In
other words, the market generates volumes
and rates of capital accumulation and depreci
ation which reflect the time preferences of the
citizens in their capacities of consumers and
potential investors. Smith's position seems, if I
read him correctly, to argue for the free market
economy because it is likely to generate a time
profile of savings, capital-using production,
and consumption which is faithful to what (in
Smith's judgment) is the "correct" allocation
between present and future. Smith sees the
economy as sliding into a miasma of instant
gratification-at a time when it ought to be
planning prudently for capital replacement and
long term growth.

One would like to think that Smith's view of
the "correct" allocation over time expresses
what he believes to be the true wishes of the
public. Yet certain parts of the book-notably
chapter two, where the author notes and de
plores the modern abandonment of bourgeois
values-suggest that he really does hope for a
set of institutions which will not permit citizens
to exercise their unhealthily high time prefer
ences. This way of thinking may be eminently
defensible from a variety of perspectives, but
the economist (who sees the virtue of markets
to lie in their respect for citizens' preferences,
no matter how degenerate and "wrong" they
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may be) feels uncomfortable with it.
This discomfort is only deepened by our

noticing that Smith, throughout the book, de
plores the sacrifice of the future for the pre
sent-never recognizing, it would appear, that
beyond some point, surely, additional provision
for the future may be entirely too costly for a
present generation. Surely Smith does not wish
us to postpone all present consumption to the
future? Which future? Next year, next century,
next millennium? Granted that our present in
stitutions have biased us so strongly in the di
rection of instant gratification that our imme
diate social and political agenda may be
usefully focused upon urging greater attention
to the future. Nonetheless, one would have ex
pected some mention of the free market's ca
pacity to avoid, not only a time profile tilted
too much toward the present, but also one tilt
ed too much toward the future. What the Aus
trian emphasis on time allocation depends on
is not so much any admiration for the bour
geois virtues of frugality and thrift per se, as an
understanding of the need for thrift in order to
achieve preferred future consumption goals.
This aspect of Austrian understanding does
not emerge unobscured in Smith's book.

Related to this complaint must be a certain
unease which an Austrian economist feels at
Smith's lengthy (and generally sound) discus
sion of Say's Law in chapter seven. One comes
away from this chapter with the impression
that Smith wishes us to see Say's Law as teach
ing the primacy of production over consump
tion, of supply over demand. But our apprecia
tion for the profoundly valid insights embodied
in Say's Law should surely not (at any rate not
for Austrian economists!) take us in that direc
tion. To recognize that general overproduction
is, in the proper sense, impossible, does not re
quire us to say that "supply is the driving force
behind 'demand"'-for Austrians the reverse,
properly interpreted, is closer to the truth.
Keynes' error was, for Austrians, not his em
phasis on demand, but his belief that "aggre
gate demand" can be deficient in equilibrium.
For Austrians an appreciation for the need to
save is not based on any virtue of abstinence,
but on the desire to consume, more extensive
ly, in the future.

Several further related quibbles: Smith has

learnt his Austrian economics well, and with a
great deal of depth. Yet he appears not to see
that much of his thesis does not really depend
on Austrian insights. To be sure, his superb
third chapter represents classic Austrian and
Rothbardian deployment of a Crusoe example
to illustrate the meaning and importance of the
time profile of production and consumption
activities. But one does not have to be an Aus
trian to appreciate the importance of planning
and saving for the future. Certainly one does
not have to have a sophisticated Misesian ap
preciation for the a priori quality of positive
time preference to accept Smith's thesis. By
over-emphasizing the Austrian route by which
he apparently arrived at his understanding of
the importance of the time dimension, Smith
may have unnecessarily limited its potential
significance for economists following different
approaches. (This Austrian economist men
tions this point somewhat diffidently: it must
seem loutish to sniff at Smith's appreciation for
Austrian economics-so frequently ignored!)

Nor, one may respectfully submit, is the
Austrian economist's appreciation for the sub
tleties and complexities of time quite captured
by Smith's treatment of it. Although Smith
makes occasional mention of the· problems of
uncertainty and knowledge introduced by the
circumstance that human action occurs in irre
versible time, the overall thrust of his book
emphasizes only the one dimension: the need
to allocate scarce resources between the pre
sent and the future. Primordially important
though this dimension certainly is, it is a little
unfortunate that the book somehow conveys
the impression that, by developing its central
thesis, the place of time in economic policy has
been fully and completely dealt with. For Aus
trians, surely, far more needs to be discussed
and explained, including especially the role of
competitive processes, the role of en
trepreneurial discovery, and the complications
these introduce into propositions concerning
the effectiveness of markets.

But these are mere economist's quibbles.
The larger picture presented by the book relies
heavily on insights concerning sociology and
politics which impressed this lay reader greatly.
Smith has undoubtedly put his finger on a cen
tral weakness of modern political systems.



There can be no question that the future eco
nomic and political well-being of society de
pends significantly on our being able to disen
tangle ourselves from the web of forces which,
as Smith brilliantly shows, distort our focus,
mistakenly and tragically, toward the present
and immediate future. Smith's book deserves a
wide readership and careful thought and dis
cussion. D

Dr. Kirzner is a professor of economics at New York
University.

MEMOIRS OF AN UNREGULATED
ECONOMIST
by George J. Stigler

Basic Books, 10 E. 53rd Street, New York, NY 10022 • 1988
228 pages • $17.95 cloth.

Reviewed by Richard M. Ebeling

B
est-selling novels and popular movies
never seem to have an economist as the
hero. An archaeologist or an architect,

an over-the-hill newspaper man, an inebriated
detective-all seem to fit the bill. Even the book
versio~ of Death Wish has an accountant as the
protagonist. But an economist? What can be ex
citing ~bout supply and demand, the quantity
theory ~f money, or the intricacies of public utili
ty regulation? A work of fiction, at least, can ex
aggerate the truth. But what can one look for
ward to from an economist's autobiography?
Economists are boring, right? Wrong!

George Stigler is a leading member of the
Chicago school of economics and the 1982 recipi
ent of the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic
Science. His intellectual autobiography, Mem
oirs of an Unregulated Economist, proves that
there is life after Econ 101 and that economics is
far from being a dismal science.

In telling his own story, Professor Stigler does
a masterful job of weaving in the history of 20th
century American economics. In the late 1940s,
many economists and most intellectuals were
convinced that large d<>.ses of social planning and
government intervention were both desirable and
the inevitable waves of the future-the only
things that would save America from falling back
into the abyss of the Great Depression of the
1930s. Forty years later it is socialism and inter-
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ventionism that are on the defensive, with the
market economy and individual liberty once
again the rising ideals. To a great extent the radi
cal shift in ideological direction has been due to
the Chicago School, and this is the real story in
Stigler's book.

Stigler did his graduate work in economics at
the University of Chicago in the 1930s. He stud
ied with such leading figures as Frank Knight, Ja
cob Viner, and Henry Simons. Though they were
far from being radical advocates of laissez-faire,
in the collectivist environment of the New Deal
in America and Fascism and Communism in Eu
rope, these economists instilled in their students
an appreciation of the price system and a com
petitive market order. And they warned of what
collectivism could mean for the loss of political
and civil liberties. Their teaching left its mark on
Stigler and others like Milton Friedman. In the
1950s, these influences gelled into the "ChIcago
School."

Stigler's contributions have been in the area of
micro-economics, I.e., the theory of markets and
prices. He devoted his energy to the economics of
information, the theory of monopoly, and the
theory of government regulation. Economists
have long worked with an economic model of
"perfect competition" in which agents are as
sumed to possess full and perfect knowledge, and
markets are assumed to adjust immediately to
any and all changes. This model has been an easy
target for critics of capitalism. Stigler demonstrat
ed how markets enable individuals with less than
perfect knowledge to search for information
about the qualities of goods and the prices at
which they may be obtained; he further showed
how competitive forces tend to bring supplies
and demands into balance through this informa
tion-search process.

He also challenged the long-held assumption
among many economists that when markets are
less than "perfect," monopolistic forces tend to
exist all over the economy, with consumer inter
ests sacrificed for the benefit of a few, big, highly
concentrated firms and industries. In a series of
theoretical and empirical studies, Stigler was able
to prove that as long as government doesn't be
stow privileges guaranteeing producers protec
tion from competition, the market economy is an
inherently rivalrous arena, and one that is very
responsive to changing consumer demands.
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Finally, Stigler pioneered research in the field
of government regulatory policy. The standard
view, again, was that certain industries are inher
ently uncompetitive; therefore, it was believed
necessary for government to regulate their pric
ing and production policies for the public good.
Stigler argued that rather than serving the public
good, regulatory agencies invariably came under
the control of the industries they were to regu
late. All the economic incentives were for the
regulated companies to devote time and re
sources to "capture" the agencies, and then use
them to limit entry into their market and to set
prices favorable to themselves. Stigler demon
strated that when left free from government
oversight, these sectors of the economy were usu
ally as open and competitive as any other.

The drama of the tale is in Stigler's telling. He
explains the different views and schools of
thought; he introduces the reader to the compet
ing personalities and their conflicts over a 50-year
period; and most important, he escapes from the
abstract language and arguments of the rarefied
economics journals. Thus, the general reader can
follow the intellectual odyssey in terms that flesh
out the theoretical and policy debates of the past
several decades. Stigler doesn't limit himself to
developments in his own fields of interest. He
also describes the evolution of the Chicago
School monetary tradition, beginning in the
1930s, through the writings of Milton Friedman,
right up to the current theory of Rational Expec
tations. And he explains the Chicago School's ex
tension of the logic of economics to new areas
such as the economics of crime, the family, and
race relations.

As a member of a rival school in economics-

the Austrian School-the present reviewer is
tempted to raise a number of questions and ob
jections to the approach of the Chicago School.
While the Chicago economists have emphasized
the vigor of competitive forces, they have failed
to analyze to any real extent the focal point of
that competitive process-the entrepreneur.
While they have tried to develop a theory of in
formational search in the market, they have
failed to grapple with the real problem of imper
fect knowledge, Le., how do market agents form
expectational judgments when the uncertainty
they face cannot be reduced to simple statistical
probabilities? And finally, Stigler says that eco
nomics can be applied to a wide array of areas
and problems because "Economics is the study of
purposive behavior involving choice." Yet, the
frequent tendency by Chicago economists to re
duce all economic phenomena to a purely quanti
tative dimension often has resulted in many es
sential human elements of "purposive behavior"
being excluded from their analysis.

But these may be considered family squabbles
among free market economists. George Stigler,
and the Chicago School he has helped to create
and nurture, have changed the shape of eco
nomics in the United States and increasingly
around the world. The economic planners and in
terventionists are losing the intellectual battle ev
erywhere, and a major portion of the credit be
longs to the set of ideas so eloquently described
in this book. Ted Thrner may not buy the rights
to turn it into a cable movie special, but it cer
tainly is a story in which the economist is the
hero. D
Professor Ebeling holds the Ludwig von Mises Chair in
Economics at Hillsdale College.
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